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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly 
JULY 19, 1990 
Sharpening images, attacking news 
By Andy Newman 
A group of Biddeford residents and officials who set 
out to beef up their city's public image now have a beef 
with the newspeople they set out to woo. 
cannot affect newsgathering," said Mike Carque, News 
Director at WCSH-1V (Channel 6), the Portland-based 
television station targeted by Biddeford's public-relations 
campaign. "We're reporting the news. We're not in the 
business of public relations." 
Robinson and the committee said that Channel 6 may see 
none of that $25,000, and certainly will not see all of it. 
The scuffle hasn't done much to improve the reputa-
tion of Biddeford, where political scandals reign over the 
police department and city hall while potentially-toxic 
ash rains down from the Maine Energy Recovery Corp. 
incinerator. But the face-Qff has raised pointed questions 
about who should draw the line between paid advertising 
and a free press. 
When a local1V station aired an unflattering news 
report on their efforts, the Committee for a Better 
Biddeford went public with a threat directed atthe news 
source. Thecommitteemay re-route$25,(XX)ofadvertising 
money. 
But Mark Robinson, who is in the business of public 
relations and whose Biddeford-based PR firm represents 
the committee, said the Channel 6 report was exactly the 
kind of negative image the committee is trying to fight. 
"It was framed and edited intentionally to make this 
effort look bad," said Robinson. As a result of the report, 'The public deserves a free press and advertising Continued on page 6 
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Art of the living dead 
By W.D. Cutlip 
Please join me now at the low end of the FM dial, 
where Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, the Ode To Joy, is 
being performed by the London Symphony Orchestra. 
We will stand rapt, hands folded as if in prayer, sway-
ing gently while the Chorale moves us in a great 
romantic swelling and ebbing. 0, hear the angel voices! 
As the Chorale recedes and the announcer sono-
rously pronounces the name earl Ruggles, we await the 
angelic choir of yet another age in the same beatific 
posture and bid the soft pipes to play on. 
But the soft pipes do not play on. We hear instead 
the grinding dissonances of a sci-fi movie score, the 
scary part where a monster resembling an animated 
blob of vomit bites the antagonist's face off. Eyaaah! 
Modern music! Quick, change the station! 
And so we spin the dial in a blind panic until soft 
tones and swelling strings waft once more from the 
speakers and we are again translated into a state of 
grace. Relieved, grateful, enraptured, we listen to the 
Lush Strings of the HollywoOd Symphonette render-
ing, as it were, Billy Joel's "Just The Way You Are" 
symphonically. Ah, you say, classical music. The way I 
like it, the way it oughta be: diabetic sentiment, histori-
cal significance. God, how I love culture. 
You know, I think if we just left the old Walkman on 
this here "classical music" station, we might never 
again have to listen to that modem crap they some-
times play on MPBN. 
Boy, would that be a relief. 
Listen: they're playing Montovani's "Dinner In Rio." 
Isn't that nice? 
Yes, that's nice. 
Incidentally: classical music is dead. 
Continued on page 8 
2 Ozsoo Bay v.;,.kly 
To Perl" or Not to Perl"? 
VIDEO IMAGE HAIRSTYLING 
• We'll show you new styles, new 
textures, new shapes and new 
exciting colors! 
• View yourself in up to a dozen 
styles in one hour. 
VIDEO IMAGING S35 
Picture Yourself: 
Image & Relaxation Center 
854-1365 Call for a free brochure 
1 2 Westbrook Convnon 
Westbrook. ME 04092 
Gifts certifICates 
availablel 
1------- Treasures from the Sea ------~ 
.. d. cole jeweleps 
10 Exchange St., Portland 0 772-5119 
Hours: Sun. 11-5, Mon.-Sat. 10-9 
FREE Parking For All Patrons 
Harb()r Plaza· l:ni()n Street 
Restaurant 
and Lounge 
Fine Italian and Seafood Specialties 
-. LUNCHEON SPECIALS .-
serped llam to Spm • 7 days 
FISH & CHIPS .".ith cole slA.". 
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA .. ith rpaghetti 
FISHERMAN'S PLAITER hadtlodt, shri ... p & eI,.,,,, 
FRESH MAINE LOBSTER ROLL 
$2.95 
$3.95 
-. $9.95 DINNER SPECIALS .-
served all day • 7 days 
2 BOILED LOBSTERS 
s&I'IIed lFith Ie...o" & dr .... " butter 
STEAK & FRIED SHRIMP 
s&I'IIedlFith potato or pasta & salAd 
BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK 
YOUR 
CHOICE 
toppedlFith .. rich seafood " ... burg a"d ser1ledlFith 
potato or paita salAd $9.95 
MAINE SHRIMP SCAMPI 
s"'IIed 071&1 ""g,.i"i lFith salAd 
ALSO FEATURING OUTDOOR PATIO DINING 
FULL TAKE-OUT SERVICE 0 RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 
We are located at 
50 Wharf Street 
Portland 
behind Baker's Table 
Open Seven Days A nC:Cl<..11 
All major credit cards accepted 
Call 
774-6000 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: July 9 through 16, 1990. 
It was a week to be 
afraid for animals and 
scared of cars. 
Animals and people 
seemed to find themselves 
at odds everywhere they 
went: In Lowell Cove, 
curiosity-seekers were told 
to stop petting an 
endangered humpback: In 
Cape Elizabeth, 
frustration with a large 
and bold deer population 
has led to a special hunt 
that could kill up to 100 
deer. Drivers faced 
tougher laws, warnings 
about drinking, and a 
rekindled fight over 
widening the Maine 
Turnpike. 
And as the week wore on, 
the sweltering heat and 
rising concentrations of 
ground-level ozone 
pollution seemed to make 




The Natural Resources 
Council of Maine (NRCM) 
recently stepped in as a 
leading opponent to widening 
the Maine Turnpike, prompt-
ing the state Board of Environ-
mental Protection (BEP) to 
reopen hearings on the $160 
million proposed widening of 
the Maine Turnpike. 
The hearings had been 
dosed for public comment on 
May 30. But, according to 
NRCM Staff Attorney Beth 
Nagusky, the NRCM urged 
the BEP to hold another 
hearing to give the public the 
opportunity to challenge the 
traffic analysis the Turnpike 
AuthOrity recently submitted. 
According to Nagusky, 
that analysis reported that 
widening the turnpike from 4 
to 6 lanes between York and 
South Portland would have no 
effect on traffic. 
The NR<;:M plans to contest 
the findings. Transportation 
expert Thomas Adler will 
testify for the NRCM. Adler 
reported that traffic on the 
turnpike during peak hours 
will increase by 25 percent 
due to the widening. He also 
reported that traffic will flood 
on to local roads in towns such 
as Wells, York and 
Kennebunkport and create 
congestion. 
The hearing, which is the 
third public session concern-
ing the widening, is scheduled 
for August 8. 
Drunk driving 
horror ads en 
route to TV 
A series of public service 
announcements sponsored by 
the Maine Deparbnent of 
Public Safety dramatizes the 
dangers of drinking and 
driving. Accounts of alcohol-
related personal tragedies 
featuring actual victims will 
be aired on radio and televi-
sion stations state-wide. 
One announcement features 
Glenn Dalton of Saco, who in 
an unstable voice impaired by 
his accident, recounts the 
night he drove his car off the 
road after he had been drink-
ing. He was a 21-year-old 
newlywed at the time and is 
now partially paralyzed and 
confined to his house. 
Marilyn Robb, executive 
director of the Maine chapter 
of Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD), said the 
public service announcements 
have been distributed to 
stations and will be broadcast 
soon at no cost. The Maine 
Deparbnent of Public Safety 
hired a Portland video com-
pany to produce the public 
service announcements, which 
cost about $20,000, said Robb. 
MADD members and other 
volunteers from the local 
community helped with 
production. 
Duck tales 
On August 5, The Great 
Maine Duck Race will find 
25,000 rubber duckies floating 
down the Penobscott River. A 
benefit for The Maine Center 
for the Blind and visually 
impaired, the ducks can be 
"adopted" for $5. If the duck 
you adopt is an earlier fin-
isher, you can win prizes that 
include a VW Fox and a canoe. 
Real ducks on the Maine 
Turnpike proved more 
vulnerable. A motorist who 
stopped to let a duck and her 
ducklings cross the Maine 
Turnpike in York on July 15 
caused an accident when a 
van avoiding both the car and 
the ducks hit a guard rail. No 




In deep doo-doo 
The former manager of 
Bath's sewage treatment plant 
faces 21 days in jail, a $2,000 
fine, 200 hours of community 
service and a year on proba-
tion. On July 12, Donald 
Koslosky, 42, pleaded guilty in 
the Bath District Court to 14 
counts of falsifying plant 
records. The Attorney 
General's Office had charged 
Koslosky with submitting 
fraudulent records to the 
Maine Deparbnent of Environ-
mental Protection (DEP) for a 
two-year period that ended 
last September. 
Koslosky falsified the 
records in an attempt to show 
the plant complied with DEP 
guidelines on sediment and 
colifonn bacteria discharged 
into the Kennebec River, said 
Joseph Field, the attorney 
representing Koslosky. 
Scott Wilhelm, the plant 
employee who first accused 
Koslosky, will act as sewage 
plant manager while the city 




In an effort to protect the 
humpback whale that has 
been feeding in Lowell Cove 
since the beginning of July, the 
state marine patrol on July 13 
began prohibiting whale-
watchers from entering the 
cove by boat. 
The Marine Mammal 
Protection Act of 1972 and the 
Endangered Species Act of the 
following year make it illegal 
to disrupt, harass or endanger 
the whale. 
"We are basically respect-
ing the law and interpreting it 
to mean that if someone enters 
the cove to view the whale, 
they are harasSing it," said 
Joseph Fessenden, commander 
of the Southern Maine Marine 
Patrol. 
"To say 'The whale is here, 
come pet it: was not the right 
thing to do," said Gary 
Lawless, an environmentalist 
and organizer of next month's 
North American Bio-Regional 
Congress in Augusta. "I think 
the media was irresponsible to 
show pictures of boaters 
leaning out and touching the 
whale." 
The 25- to- 30-foot whale 
was attracted to the cove two 
weeks ago by an abundance of 
pogies held behind a net 
stretched across the entrance 
of the cove by a fisherman. 
Power boats trying to get dose 
enough to the whale to touch 
it could easily cut the whale 
with their propellers, Lawless 
said, adding that the continu-
ous commotion could disori-
ent the animal. At this point, 
there is nothing prohibiting 
the whale from leaving the 
cove, but confusion could 
cause the whale to be unable 
to find his way out, said 
Lawless. 
"He's getting a free lunch, 
so he'll probably be around for 
a while," said Fessenden. 
'The consensus at this point 
is not to try to help him 
leave," said Lawless, arguing 
that chasing him out would do 
more hann than good. 
Lawless said that a viola-
tion of the a law protecting the 
humpback could result in 
fines of up to $10,000. 
Deer face more 
hunting in Cape 
Elizabeth 
Farmers and motorists who 
think the large numbers of 
deer in Cape Elizabeth are a 
nuisance will get their wish 
this fall. A less stringent deer 
hunting season that will pit 
hunters with bows and arrows 
against the deer is expected to 
resul t in the killing of up to 
100 deer. 
Gary Anderson, safety 
officer for the Department of 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, 
said that from Oct. I-Dec. 1, 
hunters on much of the land in 
Cape Elizabeth will be permit-
ted to bag up to three deer of 
either gender. That contrasts 
with the Maine limit of just 
one buck. Anderson estimated 
that there are up to 123 deer 
per square mile in Cape 
Elizabeth; overall, Maine 
averages up to 20 deer per 
square mile. "Obviously this 
can't go on. Something drastic 
has to happen," said Ander-
son. "It's not healthy for the 
herd and it's not healthy for 
the people that live there." 
While the growing herd has 
not been proven to be un-
healthy, Anderson said that 
low-weight, stunted antler 
growth, and inbreeding 
threaten the dense herd. 
Cape Elizabeth Police Chief 
David Pickering said that 
collisions with deer account 
for 15 percent of all auto 
accidents on Cape Elizabeth. 
The Maine average for auto-
mobile collisions with any 
animal is only five percent. In 
1989, deer did $67,000 worth 
of damage to the crops of 
Cape Elizabeth farmers, 
Pickering said. 
"Any program maybe 
unsavory to some people, but 
this seems to be the most 
palatable at the time," said 
Pickering. Tranquilizing or 
trapping the deer live and 
transporting them elsewhere 
might have been options for 
Cape Elizabeth but were too 
costiy, Pickering said. Hunters 
will use only bows and arrows 
because a Cape Elizabeth 
ordinance restricts citizens 
from shooting a gun anywhere 
in the town, a major reason the 
deer herd is so large. Pickering 
said that hunting with bows 
and arrows is safer because 
the arrows have only a 
fraction of the range of bullets 
and are less likely to harm 
other hunters. 
Poop shoot 
In this summer's The 
Glacial Erratic, an environ-
mental journal, Robert Streeter 
writes: "A disturbing tale of 
toilet paper was brought to 
my attention from an un-
known catalogue where 
'camouflage toilet paper for 
hunters' was offered for 
sale .. .'Meets hunter's basic 
needs. Funny as it sounds, it's 
also safe. Hunters using white 
toilet paper have been mis-
taken for white-tailed deer 
and shot at!' Imagine that. 
With the tiny exception of 
ethical, responsible hunters 
that kill for sustenance, I'd 
prefer that most hunters 
entered the woods with toilet 
paper tails and a set of ant-
lers." 
Maine gambles on 
Lotto America 
July 18 marked the arrival 
of Lotto America to Maine. 
The lottery averages a $9 
million jackpot that is pooled 
from 10 states. A $1 Lotto 
Continued on page 5 
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We help you pack more fun into your time outdoors. 
CHRIS: "I have good memories of camping. It's something I've done 
since I was a kid, and still do every chance I get. But I really like to hear 
about other people's experiences, too. Their excitement robs off on you, 
and it's fun not only to sell gear, but to get people excited about getting 
out there and using it." 
At L.L. Bean, we know camping trips are times you want to remember forever. 
We can help you get ready for those times. Whether you camp with your family on 
weekends. or take extended backpacking trips, you can find almost everything you 
need among our generous selection of dependable outdoor sporting equipment, 
clothing and accessories. We also have a staff thai knows how fun camping can be. 
ChriS Mader. 24. works in L.L. Beans 
Camping Departmenl. CHRIS. "Some people don't want their kids touching things here, but I 
tell them it's okay That gets everyone to relax. That's important. It's important 
for people to ask questions, too, and test everything 
before they make any decisions. If someone is look-
ing at two tents, I take both out, and we go some-
where and set them up. That way they can see 
how each will work, and there are no surpn'ses." 
The staff at our store can help you make the most of 
your outdoor adventures. Were open 24 hours every day. 
so there's always someone here to offer advice on finding the 
best fishing or some of the most scenic day hikes in Maine. 
And everything in our store is 100 percent guaranteed to give 
you satisfaction. 
CHRIS. "I try to remember the things people forget-
like an extra canister for their camp stove. That's what 
I think of as a real customer service. Because if they get 
out there and it's raining, having the right stuff can 
make the difference between a good time and a bad 
one. And everyone wants their camping trip to be one 
they'll remember fora long time."' 
--------------------------------------You can gain strength! 





Specifically designed for you. 
Try us 2 months for Just $501 
$15 OFF AN 
3-MONTH, 6-MONTH OR 1-YEAR MEMBERSHIP 
WITH nas COUPON, EXPIRING SOON 
Union Station Fitness Depot 
~ The Total Health and Fitness Center 
 "~, Ado.", Bo'"", • m Sq"h. " 
__ u ~ ~1~~·??=?J}.1 ______ . __________ .1 
Our store offers durable. 
practical products and knowledgeable. 
friendly service for people who 
love the outdoors. We're open 
24 hours. every day. 





72 Pine Portland 





Oven Poached Sole 
Fillet 




sea scallops, shrimp and 
asparagus in a 
parmesan cream sauce 
$14.95 
Roast Duckling 




31 MARKET STREET 
PORTIAND 
Dr. Leilani Dearing: "The beings approached me. They had golden-hued skin. 
Their clothes were kind of nylon.type and shear and they were about 5'7". 
A conversation with 
CBW(T07l« Harbert 
Leilani and Dan Dearing 
Dan Dearing and Dr. 
Leilani Dearing sa that 
extraterrestrials from the 
star cluster Pleiades have 
been communicating with 
them for yean. Last June 
Leilani, a clinical 
psychologist, and Dan, a 
profeSSional musician, 
both left Jobs In Nashville, 
Tennessee to start a UFO 
communications center. 
Leilani and Dan have been 
travelling across the 
country conducting 
semi nan during which 
they relate their 
experiences with 
extraterrestrials and 
encourage audiences to 
come out of the closet 
with their own Intentellar 
run-Ins. On the night of 
July 14, the Dearlngs 
appeared at Portland's 
Center for New Age 
Studies. 
What led to your contact 
with extraterrestrlals1 
Dan: We both were doing 
meditations to help Leilani get 
through grad school and help 
me get through a relationship 
that had come to an end. That 
meditation led to contacts 
with entities that were not "in 
the physical," which ulti-
mately led to contact with 
entities that were "in the 
physical" - from other planets. 
What was your flnt 
encounter like? 
Leilani: Dan and I were 
living in Hawaii and it was a 
Buddhist holiday when 
Buddhists believe that some-
thing very special can happen. 
We had meditated that night 
and I awakened later and 
thought I was awakened by 
the sun which always reflected 
in our house. But when I 
actually opened my eyes I saw 
orange flickering lights which 
were in the spaceship. 1 don't 
know how long I was in the 
craft but I was in there and felt 
the velocity of the ship and 
there was a lot of noise. 
At some point the ship 
stopped and both of us were 
standing out on a platform 
before we went down the 
stairs. I don't know where the 
ship landed but I did get the 
feeling that it was outside. It 
was someplace else. 
I turned around, I saw the 
ship. It was silver and octago-
nal. And Dan and I were 
separated. I remember that 
there was kind of a message 
that came to me that Dan was 
going to be trained in music or 
something. A lot of music was 
pervading the atmosphere. 
The beings approached me. 
They had golden-hued skin. 
Their clothes were kind of 
nylon-type and shear and they 
were about 5'7". 
Were you scared? 
Leilani: I felt like it was a 
friendly approach but I lost 
consciousness. And the next 
thing I knew I was sitting up 
in my bed and I was fully 
clothed and on the opposite 
side of the bed from where I 
usually slept. And then I 
heard these loud noises - it 
sounded like I was on an 
airport runway. I leapt up, I 
looked outside. And I could 
see the blue and orange lights 
from the jet engines. The ship 
was taking off across the 
valley. At that point I was 
awake and I was standing at 
the door and I started yelling 
and screaming trying to wake 
Dan up. Then I put the infor-
mation on a tape recorder and 
told him what happened at the 
same time. 
Were these 
extraterrestrials from any 
particular planet? 
Dan: The particular place is 
the Pleiades. The cultures that 
have been around for a while 
- the 6O,OOO-year-old tribes in 
Africa, the native Americans, 
the Hawaiians and the Chi-
nese say in their folklore that 
they are descendents of 
Pleiadians from Pleiades. 
Are the Pleladlans 
communicating with 
you regularly? 
Leilani: The messages come 
once or twice a week. I can get 
real busy doing different 
earthly things and I then I say, 
"Oh yeah, I just want to sit 
down and maybe receive 
some information or check in 
with these folks." 
In what form do the 
messages come1 
Leilani: A lot of the infor-
mation comes through songs 
now. About two months after 
the first spaceship incident I 
woke up and I was singing 
songs, which are the messages 
from them. And I've never 
had any kind of musical 
background or training or 
anything. Part of what we do 
at the seminars is that I'll hear 
the words to sing and at the 
same time Dan will hear the 
music to play. And we haven't 
had any kind of rehearsal but 
it just meshes together 
perfectly. 
Dan: I had never heard her 
sing a note. Then all of the 
sudden one morning she was 
singing entire songs. With 
beautiful lyrics and rhyming 
phrases and melody lines that 
were real pretty. It was quite 
astOnishing and quite pleas-
ing. And at the seminars the 
energy is as if there's an 
electrical charge in the room. 
People can feel it. It becomes 
uncomfortable for some 
people and they just leave in 
the middle of the song. By the 
end of the night, very often 
everyone in the room will just 
sit there and not say anything 
for about 10 minutes. 
Why did you decide 
to bring your story to 
audiences across the 
country? 
Leilani: The major reason 
that we're doing this is 
because the Pleiadians are 
saying that 1992 is a very 
important year for the planet. 
The Pleiadians stress the idea 
of world peace and the idea 
that everybody should go for 
what their highest vision is 
and not settle for second-best. 
Are the people who 
come to see you 
speak skeptical? 
Dan: If there are skeptics 
that come, they're stereo-
typically males in their mid-
405 in leisure suits who sit in 
the back row. But for the most 
part people are really inter-
ested and the discussion really 
gets gOing. 
Leilani: I expected a lot 
more people to be real skepti-
cal, just short of people 
throwing tomatoes at us and 
stuff. But the audiences 
haven't been that way at all. 
Andy Newman, CBWs most 
alienatd stIl/frr, rtceiTJeS most of his 
story idms from tire mother ship. 
Continued from page 3 
ticket provides a bettor a one-
in-12.9 million chance at 
winning the jackpot. For their 
$1, Megabucks players face 
much better odds at one in 
only 3.8 million. Lottery 
Commission Director Wallace 
Soule said the lottery is 
expected to bring $7 million a 
year to Maine's General Fund. 
Mainers face 
new laws 
Drunk drivers, drug 
dealers, pesticide sprayers and 
wreath-makers are among 
those affected by laws which 
took effect July 14. Penalties 
for trafficking in LSD are 
stricter - the maximum jail 
sentence doubled from five to 
10 years and the top fine was 
raised from $2,500 to $10,000. 
Motor vehicle laws target 
drinking, illegal drugs and 
children. If an intoxicated 
person drives, or even at-
tempts to drive, while some-
one under the age of 16 is in 
the car, the driver could be 
sentenced to a 275-day license 
suspension, a 9O-day drunk-
driving suspension, and at 
least 48 hours in jail. You ths 
who violate a drug law can 
have their license suspended 
for six months. Driving in a 
public parking lot without a 
license is now a violation. 
Non-resident motorists 
traveling in Maine are now 
required to strap children 
under four into child-safety 
seats. 
Domestic abuse protection 
under state law now stretches 
beyond physical abuse. Abuse 
will include intimidation, 
threats, harassment and sexual 
assaults. 
The Pesticide Control Board 
can issue fines of $1,500 
against people who spray 
pesticides outside designated 
spray zones or commit other 
license violations. This fine is 
triple the previous charge. 
Fines for subsequent offenses 
can now reach $4,000, four 
times the previous charge. 
Christmas trees, wreaths 
and lumber are now allowed 
to carry the Maine state 
symbol of quality. In earlier 
years, produce and sardines 
were the only products 
allowed to boast the symbol. 
Ozone level 
sky high 
The continuous hot and 
humid weather of mid-July is 
causing unhealthy ozone 
levels in southern Maine, 
reported the state Department 
of Environmental Protection 
(DEP). Monitoring stations in 
Kennebunkport and Cape 
Elizabeth recorded increasing 
levels of the gas on July 16 and 
17, according to DEP Environ-
mental Specialist Jim 
Gramlich. 
On July 16, the DEP issued 
a warning because the ozone 
level approached the state 
standard and, in some places, 
rose beyond it. At 3 p.m., the 
Cape Elizabeth monitor 
registered .075 parts per 
million (ppm) and the 
Kennebunkport monitor 
registered .089 ppm The state 
standard is less than .080 ppm. 
Levels did not exceed the 
federal safe zone limit set at 
less than .12 ppm. 
Ozone gas is the primary 
ingredient in smog. It is 
fonned when hydrocarbons 
from automobiles and oil-fired 
equipment meet sunlight. The 
resulting ozone is most 
dangerous for the elderly and 
people with respiratory 
problems. "It gives a heavi-
ness to breath and a little 
tingling," said Gramlich, who 
added that healthy people 
might not feel any effect. 
If the ozone level rises 
beyond the federal limit, it 
will be the second time this 
year. On June 22, monitors in 
Kennebunkport recorded a 
threatening ozone level of .13. 
Last year, on three days the 
ozone level exceeded the 
federal limit and 17 days 
bypassed the state level. In 
1988, an especially hot sum-
mer, II days exceeded the 
federal level and 32 days 
passed the state level. 
Gramlich said the hydrocar-
bons, which react with sun-
light and produce the ozone, 
are pumped up along the 
coast from Boston. Gardiner 
receives some amount of 
hydrocarbons due to releases 
in Lewiston and Portland, 
according to Gramlich. 
Reported by CMborah Fullu 
and Andy Newman 
EIRD NEWS: 
-To evade a law banning 
"pennants, pinwheels and 
similar circus- or carnival-
type attractions which are 
visible from a street," car 
dealers in Prince George's 
County, Md., are waving Old 
Glory to attract customers. 
"We've cited a number of 
places with pennants, and 
they've replaced them with 
American flags," says county 
property standards inspector 
David Goldsmith. One dealer 
flies 311 small plasticred, 
white and blue American flags 
and five larger cloth ones. The 
county council is reluctant to 
act against the practice be-
cause it doesn't want to forbid 
anyone flying the flag. 
orGlobal warming 
shouldn't be stopped, accord-
ing to an Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change 
workshop held last fall in 
Berkeley Springs, W.Va. 
Assuming the carbon~ioxide 
level of the atmosphere 
doubles by 2050, raising 
temperatures 2 degrees 
Celsius, the panel of scientists 
predicts the climate change 
would boost U.S. food produc-
tion 15 percent ahead of the 
natural trend, increase water 
resources by about 9 percent 
and increase forest volume by 
10 percent. At current prices, 
these increases would be 
worth about $560 billion. The 
scientists say the cost of global 
warming would be only $25 
billion a year losing or protect-
ing our shorelines. 
Roland Sweet/AIIPNet 
July 19, 1990 
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Sharpening images, attacking news 
Continued from front page 
The Committee for a Better Biddeford was fonned in June by 
a group of Biddeford citizens and city officials. Christening 
themselves with the slogan "Meet the real Biddeford," the 
committee planned to launch a series of lV ads that would 
spruce up the city's image. 
"The only version of Biddeford that much of Maine has is of a 
run-down mill town," said Mark Robinson of Robinson Market-
ing, a Biddeford-based advertising and public relations agency 
that is donating its services to the committee. People generally 
"don't associate Biddeford with coastal Maine and the pictures 
you see in Down East Magazine," he said. 
It's no wonder Mainers don't associate Biddeford with pretty 
pictures. The pictures of Biddeford in the news recently haven't 
been pretty. Both the Biddeford city clerk and personnel man-
ager have been arrested and charged with stealing city funds. 
Biddeford's police commissioner is being investigated for using 
his influence to get a traffic charge against his son dropped. 
Biddeford taxpayers are agitating over escalating property taxes. 
And above it all, Biddeford's skyline is dominated by the Maine 
Energy Recovery Corp. plant - a three-year-old garbage incinera-
tor troubled by financial and mechanical problems. 
The Committee for a Better Biddeford plans to raise at least 
$25,000 to boost the city's image. The City of Biddeford gave 
$1,500 toward the effort. According to Robinson, the committee 
earmarked that $25,000 exclusively for air time on WCSH-lV 
(Channel 6), this market's dominant broadcast television station. 
"Rosy speeches and public relations" 
The committee held a press conference on June 20 to an-
nounce their plan. A handful of lV, newspaper, and radio 
reporters who scurried down to picturesque Biddeford Pool, a 
backdrop less photographed than MERe's smokestacks. lV 
channels 6, 8,13, the (Biddeford-based) Journal-Tribune, the 
Portland Press Herald, the Associated Press and the Maine 
Public Broadcasting Network all sent reporters. 
Surrounded by reporters, local businesspeople, and 
thickening fog, Mayor Bonita Belanger opened the press confer-
ence. 
"Like a lot of people, I watch the news at 6:00 and 11:00 and I 
read the newspaper," Belanger said. "Recent events have con-
finned for me what I and others have long suspected: a percep-
tion exists about what the City of Biddeford represents, and that 
perception is incorrect." 
Belanger detailed what she perceived as Biddeford's bad rap 
from the press and announced the campaign that would be 
launched by the fledgling committee. The mayor closed her 
remarks with the prediction that "The people of Maine would be 
getting a lot of good news about Biddeford in the near future." 
But that good news would not come from John lmpemba. 
"It's time to change the face of Biddeford. So call out the 
troops, hold a press conference far from any problems at city hall 
and give a rosy speech," quipped Impemba at the beginning of a 
report that aired on the 6:00 and t 1:00 p.m. newscasts that night. 
Channel 8 and Channel 13 both mentioned MERC and the city 
hall scandals. Reports on both those channels also had comments 
by the reporters and citizens that spoke skeptically of the com-
mittee. But the reports were tame compared to Impemba's, 
which sustained its snarling quality. 
"To listen to the mayor, you'd think Biddeford was a town 
untouched by controversy," said Impemba, who then enumer-
ated Biddeford's controversies. As he did, videotape of the 
embroiled officials was shown close up, pinpointed, squirming. 
One shot lingered on arrested personnel director Jacklyn 
Brunet's police mugshot. 
"Some taxpayers say rosy speeches and public relations just 
don't address the problem," noted Impemba, toward the end of 
the segment, just before he interviewed two disgruntled 
Biddeford residents. One of those residents prophecized that 
Biddeford's troubled city hall would "fall like a house of cards." 
"Ompemba's report) was framed and edited intentionally to 
make this effort look bad," said Robinson. Rather than "report-
ing a story fairly," Robinson complained that Impemba was 
"heaping on the negatives," and "sarcastic." 
Robinson was further irked that Impemba listed a failed real 
estate project called Saco Island as among Biddeford's problems 
- when Saco Island is actually in Saco. 
Mike Carque, the news editor at Channel 6, admitted that "we 
should have made it clear that Saco Island wasn't in Biddeford," 
but added that Mayor Belanger had brought up Saco Island at 
the news conference. (The island, which has gone by various 
names over the years, stands in the Saco River, between the two 
cities.) 
Otherwise, Carque stands firmly behind the report. "We're 
trying to do some aggressive reporting," said Carque. "It's not 
our job to present just one side of the story. Sure, the mayor 
wants to present a rosy picture. But we have to tel1 both sides." 
While Carque maintained that Impemba was compelled to tell 
both sides of the story, Robinson and others on the committee 
attack it for being one-sided. Robinson said other media cover-
age of the news conference was "blunt but fair." 
The committee isn't attacking Channel 6 with words alone. 
On July 2, Robinson sent out a blunt press release bearing the 
headline: "Biddeford group re-thinks WCSH campaign partici-
pation." The release revealed the committee's initial intention to 
earmark their $25,000 to Channel 6 exclUSively. "The Committee 
met June 27," continued the release, "and the feeling was univer-
sal that we should re-think the buy. Some members think that 
WCSH should be frozen out entirely." 
Reaching the decision to reconsider writing a check to WCSH 
was viewed "first of all, as a penalty" to WC5H, Robinson said. 
"Sales and news have to be separate" 
Being in the business of public relations, Robinson said that 
"Many times I've counselled clients about the risk of sending out 
a press release. 1 always warn everybody that you may see 
something written in such a way that you don't like it. But you 
have to live with it." 
But Robinson and others on the committee are seizing the 
opportunity to not just "live with" Channel6's coverage - but to 
further threaten the station with this "penalty." 
Keeping sales and news departments separate is a priority of 
news organizations. "Sales and news have to be kept separate," 
said Mike Carque. "The public deserves a free press and adver-
tising cannot affect newsgathering." 
Mark Robinson said that he values keeping news and sales 
departments separate. "As a business that often deals with the 
press, we respect the line that exists between the news and sales 
department," said Robinson. "We counsel our clients to do the 
same. If a reporter has to take the sales department into account 
every time he does a story, the news program wouldn't be any 
good. So when the press covers a story, they'11 try to cover it 
warts and all... " 
But while Robinson pays lip service to the line between news 
and sales, his actions defy that line. 
Robinson said he works with a weekly paper in the Biddeford 
area that he can count on for fluff stories: 'There's a paper down 
here where we can basically get any editorial content in we want 
because we spend lots of money with them." 
The difference in approach taken by different newspapers 
does cause confusion. And so it may not be surprising that 
Robinson and the rest of the Committee for a Better Biddeford 
don't think they are blurring the line between news and sales 
when it publicizes its decision to "re-think" spending $25,000 on 
advertiSing at Channel 6 because of a news segment they aired. 
By the same token, it isn't surprising that Biddeford has a 
public relations problem. 
Andy Newman knows where the line is bdwtV!n the tlduertising 
and editorial departments: it's in their paychecks. 
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"I like working with composers and helping to shape music," said Bowdoin Summer Music Festival student Michael McCormick. 
"Unfortunately, most of them tend to be more fun for the musklan than they are for the audience." 
CBW(I'onee HllTbert 








chops off at 
1930 or so." 
Mary Kllbanoff 
Continued from front page 
Fifty years ago the conductor of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra, Serge Kou~\litzky, launched Tanglewood, the first 
American music festival school to be built around a resident 
composer. Leonard Bernstein, contemporary composer and now 
cond uctor of the London Symphony Orchestra, was a student. 
"The first season was extraordinary," said Mr. Bernstein, in a 
recent New York Times article. "Koussevitzky's vision was so 
intense that he knew this could not be a music festival with just a 
school attached, that it had to have a composer at its heart and 
soul. He knew that everyone else in music was at the service of 
the composer. So he created a composition department and 
headed it with Aaron Copeland, which wasn't bad." 
It was, of course, very good. 
In that tradition, the Bowdoin Summer Music Festival - an 
annual gathering of talent and intensity in Brunswick that I 
cannot honestly or accurately describe without being called a liar 
- boasts several composers in residence, whose work will be 
presented at the Gamper Festival of Contemporary Music, a 
festival within the festival at Bowdoin. 
From July 19 to July 24 the staff, students and faculty of the 
music festival will put down their "Bach, Mozart, Mozart and 
Beethoven" to lend their ears and talents to the presentation of 
new music. For Mary Klibanoff, festival administrator and 
resident juggler, the Gamper Festival represents a pleasant, yet 
queasy, challenge. 
"We try to get the students to attend the festival," she says. 
"We try to make the impression that contemporary music is 
very, very important to their musical development. We tell them 
'This is the music of your time. You and the composer will shape 
the course of music for maybe the next century: 
"We don't force students to go and we don't push contempo-
rary music on them. Most students want to play Mozart and 
Bach and Beethoven and that's that. But if one of them cracks, 
somehow lets us know that he or she likes a certain contempo-
rary composition, we try to fan the flames." 
Sitting in her office, a tiny cube superficially cut off from the 
creative chaos of Gibson hall, we are continually washed in a 
cacophony of competing themes from adjoining practice rooms. 
Outside Mary's office, students representing a musical United 
Nations come and go, some checking the master class schedule, 
some looking for mail, most involved in the daily dance of 
youth. The place vibrates with comradery and blossoming 
intellect. 
Ms. KIibanoff's statement about the students at Bowdoin 
helping composers shape the future of art music is not displaced 
salesmanship. Real talent is ~verywhere at Bowdoin this year, 
and the level of music education represented by the festival 
students is the equal of any such event anywhere in the world. 
"But that doesn't mean they'll love contemporary music when 
they hear it':':' she says. "1 know some very well-educated musi-
cians who won't listen to new music. Their musical experience 
chops off at 1930 or so:' 
Micheal McCormick is a student at the festival whose musical 
experience may never chop off. "1 love contemporary music," he 
says. "That's what I do best. I like working with composers and 
helping to shape music. Unfortunately, most of them tend to be 
more fun for the musician than for the audience. 
"Often times these guys are so inaccessible because they're 
trying to outdo the last guy - trying to stay away from the 
conventional norm - because they don't want to be labeled 
'neoromantic' or 'Schoenberg clone: They want to be entirely 
different and so they end up producing this crap that no one can 
listen to. There are exceptions, of course." 
While Micheal is aware that most composers are no longer 
trying to describe a pastoral, heroic age, he doesn't subscribe to 
the complex-music-for-a-complex-age theory. "Most contempo-
rary concert music does not represent this age. It represents this 
age as seen by a small, select group of people who are hip to 
avant-gardE!f'usic. Contemporary people are using such strange 
devices to communicate familiar emotional states that it doesn't 
always get you. It's not always clear, like I was speaking to you 
in another language. You might catch some of the meanings and 
some of the inflections, but you'd be lost." 
Talking to Micheal, I get the feeling that art music - "classical" 
or "concert" music - has co~ full circle. Once the prOvince and 
sole possession of the royal few, art music was discovered by the 
common people and has now been celebrated by them for more 
than a century. 
Now, with symphony orchestras closing in many major 
American cities and audiences for chamber music performances 
dwindling, art music seems to be passing once again into the 
hands of a hyper-educated critical elite. 
And few people in the non-hyper non-educated non-elite, the 
people with the money and the power to perpetuate art music, 
seem to want to hear the music of their time. Given the tack 
composers have taken in recent years, maybe they shouldn't. 
Right? 
Well, let's think about that. 
Lives of dead artists 
As a boy, Prince Leopold of Kothen had been lavishly sup-
plied with everything anyone could ever want: a stable full of 
horses, a kennel full of dogs, a palace full of servants, toys, 
money, JS. Bach, you name it. The palace was there to keep the 
rain off and the riff-raff out. The horses were there to ride and 
the dogs were there to play with and to take on hunting trips 
and so forth. Johann Sebastian Bach was there to write music 
Leopold could easily play - simple music that would please his 
jaded royal family. 
Bach performed this task very well. JS. Bach was as necessary 
to Leopold as were cooks and servants and nice clothing, al-
though he found the composer slightly less interesting than his 
dogs. Every court had its composer and every successful com-
poser - that is, every composer fortunate enough to have a roof 
over his head and eat at least two meals a day - had his patron. 
And every patron had a need to keep up with the Hapsburgs, 
whose court composers were ~pitting out cantatas at the rate of 
one every other day. While Bach's patrons undoubtedly appreci-
ated his music and occasionally asked to hear this or that compo-
sition a second time, his principal employment was the produc-
tion of new music. 
The standard concert repertory at Kiithen was whatever Bach 
had finished on Thursday evening and his family had copied out 
by Saturday morning for the various players. After a few days' 
rehersal, the new piece was produced for the royal family and a 
handful of courtiers. 
And that was that. 
Sometime later, patronage of the arts passed from the aristoc-
racy to the masses, who no longer had a use for kings and 
princes but liked J.S. Bach very much. And they liked Mozart 
and Handel and one or two other composers of the 18th century, 
whose works began to be heard regularly in major European 
cities at large-scale symphony orchestra concerts. 
Eventually the people of Europe even liked Ludwig Von 
Beethoven, of all people, a revolutionary 19th century composer 
who did entirely unheard-of things, like beginning a symphony 
in one key and finishing it in another. Fortunately for Beethoven 
(and for us) people were then in the habit of sitting through 
lengthy concerts and concentrating on what the composer was 
trying to communicate. 
As time went by, people began to request repeat perfor-
mances of specific symphonies and sonatas that seemed to 
correspond to the audience's emotional experience and intellec-
tual development. They wanted to hear music they liked. 
More significantly, people began to pay for such concerts, 
thus assuring the public's role in determining the course of art 
music for the next century. A reverence for the "Old Masters" 
sprang up, which ultimately included 19th century composers 
like Beethoven. 
Of course, by this time Beethoven was fairly dead and no 
longer in a position to enjoy his fame. In life, he was misunder-
stood and unappreciated. In death, he was widely recognized as 
a genius. This has long been hailed as the standard pattern for 
geniuses of monumental import: first rejection, then acceptance, 
then (posthumously) deification. It is one of the real hazards of 
geniushood. 
Of the composers who make up what is known today as the 
Standard Classical Concert Repertory - some SlHxld sympho-
nies, sonatas, cantatas and whatnot, greatest hits and old chest-
nuts - most were far more successful from the grave than they 
ever were from the podium. (There were exceptions, of course. 
Haydn was welcomed to London like a rock star. Charwomen 
stole his underwear and boys fought over his discarded hankies. 
Lucky man!) For most composers in the 19th and early 20th ' 
centuries, the onset of cancer or any other well-known fatal 
condition was the herald of an impending promotion, a sign that 
one's career was about to be significantly advanced. Suicide was 
the hallmark of the up-and-coming. 
Two things came from this critical period of music history 
that would in later years seriously hinder the development of art 
music: the notion that the best music is written by dead people, 
and the introduction of the label "classical music." 
Of the two, the practice of calling a musical genre "classical" -
like the name given to the long-dead Greco-Roman world - may 
prove to have been the most destructive, or at least the most 
misleading. In time, we may even be able to look back and say 
that the influence of dead geniuses and the notion of "classical" 
music combined to kill an entire musical genre. 
Well ... kill might be a little strong. But art music may conceh:-
ably die in this country relatively soon, or may at the very least 
be buried. 
Which, in this case, would not be a good thing. 
The Ingrateful undead 
New York Times music critic Donal Henehan is a professional 
soothsayer and great ponderer. "Why," asketh the bard one day, 
"did the production of exciting and durable compositions begin 
to falloff sharply after World War I and nose dive after World 
War n, just when recordings, radio and other technologies were 
making music available to greater numbers than ever before?" 
A peculiar question, especially in view of the fact that the 
storm and stress of two hot wars (plus one interminable cold 
one) made thinking so obviously unattractive and unfashionable 
for so long. Art music, after all, demands concentration and 
careful thought. 
(Serious students of art or "classical" music these days are, as 
a rule, hothouse flowers raised in almost perfect isolation, quiet 
homes with plenty of food, light and space. Children raised in 
social climates in which daily survival is a primary consider-
ation, children from, say, Harlem, Beirut, or downtown 
Biddeford seldom have breathing space to develop a real passion 
for Mozart. But it happens.) 
Good reasons for the average person to not listen to big, 
serious concert music have therefore abounded after World War 
II. And the average person has heretofore been very important to 
the discovery and perpetuation of "durable" music. For instance, 
it was the people, the masses of Europeans who demanded to 
hear Mozart and Beethoven over and over again, who gave Mr. 
Henehan his notion of what durable music was. 
Unfortunately, the audience for art music is no longer very 
large, at least in the United States. New art music is seldom 
heard here and less often encored. New compositions that equal 
or exceed the quality of what has gone before may be written 
every 20 minutes in this country, but if no audience hears them, 
it is very unlikely that anyone person will be able to bring them 
to the attention of an Olympian like Donal Henehan. 
Add to this the fact that the advent of radio and recording 
assured the dominance of "plain song" - pop music - for all time, 
.and the question is answered. 
The stunted attention span of the modem audience is forever 
tilted in favor of the short, sweet and simple. 
Also, the convenience of recorded music has eclipsed the big, 
long, ~rious concert. Why bundle up in your Mackinaw to hear 
the Brand X Symphony Orchestra across town when you can 
pop Beethoven himself, recorded live on MTV, into your CD 
player? You'll avoid the crowds and escape that obnoxious new 
music stuff. You can play Scrabble or Parcheesee to break up the 
boredom of those slow, soft, introspective parts, void your 
bladder at your convenience, get quietly plastered in the privacy 
of your own home, whatever. Who could ask for more? 
Donal Henehan, the Great Leaper himself, ignores all the 
above. He feels that durable compositions have not been recently 
produced because commitees commission works and judge 
compositions these days - instead of dukes, queens and princes. 
Therefore those compositions have necessarily taken on an 
anonymous, spiritless and - say it softly - democratic quality. 
After all: too many cooks spoil the broth. 
"I'll buy that," says composer David Leisner. 
Leisner has come to Bowdoin to teach master classes and to -
hear his work performed before an appreciative audience. In 
addition to this watering down of formal composition, David 
feels that modem music has been hurt by a rift between compos-
ers and performers, on the one hand, and composers and audi-
ences on the other. 
"Composers and performers are no longer the same people. 
We've gone into this age of specialization in which composers 
only compose and performers only perform. Each goes their 
separate way and tries to hone their art. 
"Unfortunately, this goes against the basis of music. The basis 
of music is the integration of composition and performance. As a 
result, composers have been writing music that is more and 
more ivory tower, isolated for a small audience. Players have 
become distanced from composers, less interested in trying out 
new things that have been so discouraging and so off-putting." 
Mr. Leisner feels that the tendency of people in these strange 
times to live backwards, to listen to contemporary composers 
only when they, too, are ostentatiously dead and suddenly 
recognized to be geniuses, has allowed many composers to live 
confidently without an. audience. 
"Beethoven has been· the model," he sayh man that every-
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of the label 
"c1assical. " 
Of the two, the 
name may have 
. been the most 
destructive. 
Jennifer Koh, a 14-year-old violinist, walks offstage to a standing 
ovation after her recital at the Bowdoin Summer Music Festival. 
CBWfTonee HllTbert 
one knows was misunderstood in his own time but was in 
reality a genius. Everyone feels that he or she is a Beethoven, a 
misunderstood genius. Whatever they write that people don't 
like, they say 'Well, you don't understand it now because you're 
not ahead of your times like I am. But a hundred years from 
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2 hra. 5:30 PM 58.50 57.50 14.00 
30 min •. 
1 hr. 57.50 '6.50 53.50 
45 mina. 
I Moon¥t RUD 1 hr. 45 miru. 
Fri.:2 hr •. 
30 min. 
9 AM, II AM. 1 PM, 
3PM;Wed •. :9AM, 
Noon,3 PM 











Continental. 3 bro. Sunday S~ PM '10.00 
The Boyo 3hro. Fri. July 27 9:15 PM no.oo 
(Over 21 only. State lD required.) 
• 9.00 55.00 
All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old. 
Children under 5 ride free. 
Casco Bay lines 
Lcasco Bay Ferry Termin.l. Commercial & Franklin Streets. Portlnnd 774_7871J Owned and operated by t~ Casco Bay Island TranSit District. --------
Think 





mWWlillWmmtM No other radio 
station in Portland offers you 
the variety of talk programs available 
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and 
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and 
around the clock on the weekends, 
we explore everything from where to 
plant an herb garden to where to in-
vesf for retirement. And throughout 
the day, the WGAN news team breaks 
the stories that become the next day's 
headlines. Want the best news and 
infonnation? There's only one choice. 
But you probably know that already. 
Portland's NewsfTalk Station 
Art of the living dead 
Continued from J"lge 9 
now, everybody will be extolling my music on the streets: 
UBut, in every case, that remains to be seen. 
U And so audiences walk out of new music segments of 
concerts because, even before (the new music) begins, they 
expect it to be obnoxious or difficult or hard on the ears. So 
concert presenters don't like to present new music because they 
know that the audience is going to walk out or not come at all. 
UThis is terribly unfortunate. Because the 20th century is 
almost over. How many concerts have a decent percentage of 
20th century music in them? Very few.u 
Death of the lively arts 
Joseph Schwantner, composer in residence at the Bowdoin 
Summer Music Festival and winner of the 1979 Pulitzer Prize 
for his orchestral work U Aftertones of Infinity," has had great 
success in being heard while s~ll in the flesh. His experience 
has not led him to believe that art/ concerti classical music is 
dead, dying or even dizzy. 
Sitting on the steps of Gibson Hall, Mr. Schwantner gives the 
impression that all is well and ever so shall be. 
'There's music allover this country that you wouldn't 
believe. I've been to cities of 20,000 or so people that have had 
excellent opera companies, music that you wouldn't expect in 
the middle of nowhere. Concert music is very strong in this 
country." 
As Joe the Certified Living Genius holds forth on the stairs, I 
am impressed with his confidence and sense of well-being. 
Joseph Schwantner has great faith in the future. 
'Things are better for contemporary composers now than 
they were 20 years ago," he says. uI became composer in 
residence for the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra in 1982, thanks 
to a (National Endowments for the Arts) program called 'Meet 
The Composer: Part of my responsibility was to recommend 
new works to conductor Leonard Slotkin. Composers had a 
real advocate in the symphony then. And they have a real 
advocate in the symphony now: that program is still going." 
However, at the mention of a drive in Congress to cut or kill 
the N.E.A., Joe's confidence cracks like an egg. He is suddenly 
speaking with the quavering voice of a lost, frightened youth: 
UBoy, I hope that never happens." 
Indeed. The level of support for the arts has never been all 
that high in this country, largely due to an inherited Puritan 
utilitarianism that frowns on such uunproductive" pastimes. 
Picture, if you will, Senator Jesse Helms pondering a pro-
posal to make more funds available to composers of art music. 
uSocialism," he'll say to himself. "And that classical music: ain't 
it written already? Why do we need to pay socialists to write a 
bunch of old music that's already written? This here money 
would be of more use down on the fann." 
And down on the (tobacco) fann it may go. Or down to the 
savings and loan, or down to the Pentagon or just plain down 
the hole. 
The trouble is that we need new music desperately, need 
composers to write it and symphony orchestras ~ith the 
courage and financial independence to present it. Oassical 
music as such will never die because the years have weeded 
out the weak and second rate. What remains is eternally vital, 
will always draw the elite, intelligent musician or the dedicated 
escapist looking for transcendence in the art of a (supposedly) 
simpler time. 
But big.. serious concert music may suffer if, as the repertory 
fades further and further into the past, people get the idea that 
string quartets and symphony orchestras are just traveling 
museums with nothing to say to the people of the present. 
Contemporary composers have much to say to modem 
audiences. Just ask Toshiuki Shimada, conductor and musical 
director of the Portland Symphony Orchestra. He should know. 
"Joseph Schwantner writes beautiful mllsic," says Toshi. "He 
really knows how to make a beautiful color, a different sound, 
with an instrument. His sound tingles people's ears. He's very 
popular. 
"People like contemporary music. Really. And if American 
audiences get more exposure to contemporary composers -
especially younger generations who didn't grow up listening to . 
Brahms or Beethoven but grow up with the Schwantners and 
the (George) Crumbs - young people will like that music. 
They'll go to hear it like they do in Europe or Japan, like they 
go to hear rock music here. 
"And they really should, you know. It's the music of their 
era." 
W.D. Cutlip is "'big, serious writer for a small. but deadly. newspaper. 





The Gamper Festival of 
Contemporary Music, now in 
its eigth year, is the Bowdoin 
Summer Music Festival's 
showcase for music by 
prominent contemporary 
composers and composition 
students. 
This year's festival will be 
held July 19 - 24 and will 
include compositions by Glen 
Cortese, George Crumb, 
Sebastian Currier, David 
Leisner, Ronald Roseman, 
Joseph Schwanter, Elliott 
Schwartz and Frank Zappa. 
The concerts will be held in 
Kresge Auditorium in the 
Visual Arts Center at 
Bowdoin College. Each 
performance begins at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $5. For more 
information, call 725-3898. 
Thursday 
Violinist Lewis Kaplan and 
pianist Peter Basquin perfonn 
"Oockwork" by Sebastian 
Currier; mezzo soprano 
Barbara Martin performs 
"Four Songs" by George 
Crumb's son David; and 
festival students perfonn 
David Leisner's "Candles in 
the Mecca" for violin, piano 
and cello. There will be a 
panel discussion with the 
composers at intennission. 
Friday 
Not part of the Gamper 
Festival, but also not to be 
missed is George Crumb's 
"Night of the Four Moons," 
which premiered in New 
York City last November; 
Mozart's Quartet for oboe and 
strings; and Brahms' Sonata in 
G Major for violin and piano. 
Concert is at 8 p.m. at the First 
Parish Church, comer of 
Maine Street and Bath Road, 
Brunswick. Tickets are $12. 
For more information, call 
725-3895. 
Saturday 
Mezzo soprano Barbara 
Martin performs Three 
Psalms by Ronald Roseman; 
and Joseph Schwantners 
"Music of Amber," as well as 
works by Allen Gimbel and 
Cambodian composer 




Paulsen and Jeffrey Milarsky 
perfonn "Black Page" by 
Frank Zappa. Flutist Fritz 
Park and pianist Constance 
Moore perfonn a new work 
by Glen Cortese. Also on the 
program are works by this 
year's composition students. 
Tuesday 
World premiere of Elliott 
Schwarz's "Elan," as well as 
Meyer Kupferman's "Magi-
cian" for clarinet and piano 
and "Le merle bleu" from 
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watches and gifts! 
Fly On In! 
-ts 7 moulton .tro·t'!, eOlleel in th .... I<II,orl 761..J6SI 
open monday-friday 9-5 
saturday 10-4 










friday 27 iuly 1990 
40 glass artists 
featuring the largest 
selection of 1C0ntemporary 
glass In the northeast 
CONTEMPORARY GLASS 
2D MILK STREET /207772-9072 
PORTLAND MAINE 041 01 
exhibit 




Tues. - Sal 11-5 
26 MILK STREET 
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101 
207·774 · 8994 
Mid-Summer 
Sale 
July 19, 20 & 21 
ALL BIKES REDUCED! 
.:;;..;.....;.,,-""'8 (In .tock only) 
SHORTS 
~~~isYS ALL 15-30% OFF 
lAC*Y~CYCLE 
76 Portland Street, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906 
"Picture Maine" 
PHOTO CONTEST 
Great prizes PLUS winners' 
photos to be published 
in the Maine Times! 
ENTER TODAY! 
Two convenient locations: 
30 City Center 7I US Route I 
(Nat to Mot .. "..,,, Sq.) Scarborough 
Portland 883-7363 
772-7296 
Grond Prize W:mner ,will ncej~ ~ nig~t$'fru lodging 01 the wrd Camden Inn in Camden, Maine PLUS a Ktmica Z-up 80 35mm cantert1. .. 
Second and,1hmJ Prize Winners wtll ncelve a KomctJ JUMP 35mm camera, and che /iJunh Prize w'nnu will win a dinner jor two al Albena's 
&srauranr In Ibrtumd. All entnes must be 5"xl" prinu. It rotal o/four prizes will be awarded from our combined stOrt locations Limit one 
entry per person. Amaleaur plwtographers only. Me store for deJaiis. . 
BLACK COFFEE DESIGN 
GRAPHICS • PUBLICATIONS • STAINED GLASS Custom Work for 
leisure Spaces • 
Hidden Image 
Mythical, lnuJginaliW!, Fanciful 
Handcra(:,ed Mules 
Ann Lnn"" 
elcome to Casco Bay Weekly., 
(! RESIDENTIAL Asphalt & Fiberglass Shingles ROOFING & RoofResrol2tion 
• REMODELING ~=:~ 
These new and returning advertisers help 
support us in our endeavor to provide you 
with an alternative to the daily news. , 
Service Umo - Falmouth 
Farrington's - Center Lovell 
Maine Paper Americana - Portland 
Rocco's Restaurant - Portland 
Moon Islander - Portland 
Aunti Leoni's - Portland 
TJ. Advertising - Portland 
Mainely Tubs - Portland 
Mix - Brunswick 
Cumberland Electronics· Portland 
Madd Apple - Portland 
July 19. 1990 
Vo,""." 3, Number 29 
0IsaI !My W!diy is IlII i1IstnurImt of 
amrtmmity lUldersttmding. 






























Lynda Barry, Brmda Chtmdler, 
WayM Curtis, I<eUy Ne1sun, 
MihQuinn, 
Roland Sweet, DIm Tcmini, 
DcmRubin 
Casco Bay Weekly 
distributes 20.000 pgpers free 
of charge every Thursday. 
No person may ~ more than one of 
mdt ~ without 1M pmnission of 
CASCO !My ~. MditioMl copies of 
the cumnl ~ tmd/or most back 
issws may be purchtls«l fur $1 tIIdt III 
the CtIsro !My WI!dIy offia. Domtstic 
subscriptions an mailtd 3n1 class tmd 
1m $36Iy5r, payRb/e in Ildvtma. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
is published by 
Cllsco!My Wtlekly, Inc. 
Dodge D. Morgtm, president. 
Entire contents e 1990. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
2077756601 
fax: 775 1615 
0IsaI !My r.a.k/y is a member 




Is it my imagination or does 
Portland really have a parking 
problem? The growing 
problem I see has to do not 
with the businesses, but rather 
with residential parking. I visit 
friends in the Brackett and 
Gray Street area who, unfortu-
nately, are the Jowly "renters" 
and have no off-street parking. 
Bans exist and confusion 
reigns. Even the traffic depart-
ment could not figure out the 
,newest pilot program. Drive 
through the area some morn-
ing before everyone leaves for 
work. It is incredible the 
number of parking tickets that 
are handed out daily in this 
neighborhood. My guess is 
that this is not an isolated case. 
Several of my friends have 
had their cars towed due to 
parking on the wrong side. 
Portland's Police Depart-
ment and metermen and 
metennaids have become all 
too aggressive in fulfilling 
their quotas. Don't these city 
employees have better things 
to do then harass the people 
who pay their salaries? It is 
obvious that if the city can put 
up more meters, more parking 
signs, rotating parking bans 
and pilot projects, they can 
generate more income. The 
better to boot you with, Red 
Riding Hood. The more 
income from fines generated, 
the more staff (metermaids). 
The more parking meters, the 
more natives you can irritate. 
How do we circumvent this 
parking authority run amok? 
I'm sick of it and I'm sure 
there are a lot of Portland 




Health care has 
no "easy cure" 
The existing health care 
"system" needs to be re-
fonned somehow. The in-
equalities in the availability of 
health care could be alleviated 
by a national health program 
(CBW 75.90) Certainly, no one 
should be denied health care 
for any reason. However, 
govenunenthasneverbeen 
famous for maximizing SOCial 
benefits at minimum cost to 
the taxpayer. Usually it is the 
other way around. The cost of 
a national health program 
would be enonnous, and all 
Americans would have to 
accept higher taxes, lower 
government spending on 
other programs, or (most 
likely), both. 
The article states that the 
U.S. (without national health) 
spends 10.9% of its GNP on 
health care, while Canada 
spends only 8.6%. If a U.S. 
national health plan consumed 
"only" 8.6% of GNP, it would 
cost $475 billion annually. 
That equals $1,980 per year 
($165 monthly) for every man, 
woman and child. By compari-
son, this year's defense budget 
is "only" $300 billion. Let's not 
kid ourselves. No matter what 
it is, the taxpayer, consumer 
and citizen pays for it some-
how and somewhere. 
One way to cut unnecessary 
medical costs is to get the 
lawyers out of the medical 
profession. Patients, insurance 
companies, and health care 
providers spend untold 
billions of dollars on litigation 
costs. Lawmakers and the 
courts should clamp down on 
the litigation industry, clearly 
define what can and cannot be 
sued for, and limit the size of 
damage awards. Unfortu-
nately, many lawmakers are 
lawyers. Ironic, isn't it? 





No new taxes 
Our government should cut 
back half of the billions of 
dollars being sent to foreign 
countries for trade invest-
ments. Our govenunent 
should renege on the $30 
million promised to Mandela 
by President Bush. Our 
government should stop the B-
2 Stealth bomber in its tracks. 
The new estimated price is $1 
billion each; we were led to 
believe the price would be $3 
million. The B1-2 bomber, 
already in existence, does the 
same as the Stealth except that 
it has a taillike any other 
aircraft. Is it really worth $1 
billion, just to remove its tail. 
So, while the government 
continues to waste our hard 
earned money by giving it 
away to other countries and 
wasting even more billions on 
worthless military projects, we 
go further and further into 
debt as a nation. Our teachers 
are being laid-off (fired is the 
real word), educational 
programs are being eliminated 
and our children are being 
cheated out of a good educa-
tion. 
New taxes? What for! It 
won't help the nation's deficit! 
It won't bring back our 
already eliminated educa-
tional programs for our 
children! It won't help hire 
back our fired teachers! Let's 
face it. Any increase in taxes 
on the American people by 
our government is only to bail 
our the S &: L Banks, so they 
can once again put the screws 
to all of us taxpayers. 
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Old Port 
From Noon - 5 pm 
in 
The Old Port 
Sunday, July 22 
Schedule of Activities 
12:00 - 4:30 
Essency Marionettes 
Classic European Marionettes 
12:30 - 2:00 
Anni Clark 
Original Folk & Blues 
1:00 - 3:00 
"Charlie Who" 
Alan Tacheny - Silent Clown, juggler 
2:30 
BIG CHIEF 
AND THE CONTINENTALS 
Rhythm & Blues 
4:00 - 5:00 
Jack Honan - Clarinet 
This event is made possible by the contributions 
of Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by 
UPCOMING ENTERTAINMENT 
Sundays Noon - 5 pm in The Old Port 
Sunday, July 29 
BEllAMY JAZZ BAND Dixieland Jazz 
also Mexicali Rose, Martin Steingesser, 
Jack Honan 
Sunday, August 5 
ROCKIN'VIBRATION Reggae 
also Curt Bessette, Mr. Ray the Clown 
Join US Sundays for Music, ViSual Artists, 
Children's Entertainment, Face Painting, 
Balloons, Flowers, Food & More! 
Speclol entertaInment: 
BeQy Danctng by tbe Exotic Yasmeena 
Watch Casco Bay 'Weekly 
far each weeit's schedule of 1IdIv1tlcs. 
Capture the 
Flavor 





MAR K~ T 
111£HfIv~ dt 
() 376 Fore st. 
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', .': ..... 
The magical islands of the 
Bahamas ... 
now in the Old Port 
OPEN NOW 
57 Exchange Street 
Comer of Market & Exchange 
Old Port 
879·2242 
a Portmanteau purse. coat. 
Jacket or tote designed 






THE OLD PORT'S FINEST SALON 
FOR MEN, WOMEN, OR CHILDREN 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 
COME IN SUNDAY FOR A 
FREE GIFT 
WITH YOUR STYUNG, PERM, 
HIGHLIGHTING OR COLORING 
8 EXCHANGE STRED 
OLD PORI 
Facials, manicures, peOlCUres, 
wamg, -::m. and lasli IinIi abo . seIedecI 



















Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be 
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. 
Send your Calendar and LIstings Information to: 
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, 
ME. 04102. 
• Ballads from the 
bayou: Terrance 










land. For ticket 
information, call 
773-6886. 
• Looking for har-
mony: "The SpOils of 
War," Michael Weller's play 
about a teenage boy's 
attempt to bring together 
his divorced parents, opens 
tonight at The Theater 
Project in Brunswick. Guest 
director Nora Hussey won 
the Drama Critics Award 
for Best Direction in 1984. 
The play continues through 
Aug. 4 with performances 
Thursday-Friday at 8 p.m., 
Saturday at 4 and 8 p.m. 
For more information and 
reservations, call 729-8584. 
• New music for nubile 
ears: The Gamper Festival 
of Contemporary Music is 
dedicated to the works of 
living composers. The 
festival opens tonight with a 
performance of "Clock-
work" by Sebastian Currier 
for violin and piano, "Four 
Songs" by George Crumb's 
son David performed by 
mezzo soprano Barbara 
Martin, and David Leisner's 
"Candles in the Mecca" for 
violin, piano and cello. 
There will be a panel dis-
cussion with the composers 
at the intermission. Other 
concerts follow tomor-









G len Cortese and Elliott 
Schwarz. All concerts are at 
8 p.m. in Kresge 
Auditoirum, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Tickets are $5. 
For more information, call 
725-3895. 
• History and great bay 
views: Architectural histo-
rian Arthur Gerrier leads a 
tour of Munjoy Hill, which 
contains many hidden 
architectural gems and 
commands some of the 
finest views of the water 
anywhere in Portland. 
Munjoy Hill was the last of 
Portland's residential 
neighborhoods to be devel-
oped. The Greater Portland 
Landmarks tour begins at 
5:30 p.m. at the Portland 
Observatory, 138 Congress 
St., Portland. The cost is $2 
for members, $3 for non-
members. For more infor-
mation on Landmarks' 
Summer Tour Program, call 
774-5561. 
• Sultans of swamp: The 
Tail Gators boogie for two 
shows at Zootz, 31 Forest 
A ve., Portland. The first 
show is at 8 p.m. for folks 21 
and older. The second show 
is at 10 p.m. for all ages. For 
ticket information, call 773-
8187. 
• Urban hoedown: The 
Old Port offers something a 
little different this after-
noon, as the first annual Old 
Port Fiddling contest gets 
underway at 2 p.m. in 
Tommy's Park, Exchange 
and Middle streets, Port-
land. The Fiddlers' contest 
is one of the preliminary 
events to the Maine Fid-
dling Championships to be 
held at the Maine Festival. 
The contest is open to 
fiddlers of all ages. Winners 
receive cash prizes as well 
as an invitation to compete 
at the Maine championship. 
Registration for fiddlers is 
at 1 p.m. today. All regis-
trants receive a one-day 
pass to the Maine Festival. 
For more information, call 
772-7539. 
• Hippie hoedown: Crosby, 
Stills and Nash bring the 
spirit of Woodstock to Old 
Orchard Beach. Showtime is 
7:30 p.m. at the Seashore 
Performing Arts Center. 
Tickets are $16.50 and 
$17.50, available at 
Ticketron, the Civic Center 
box office and SeaP AC box 
office. For more informa-
tion, ca11934-1731. 
• Blow your horn (or listen 
to Big Chief and The Conti-
nentals blow theirs): Sun-










and blues at 12:30 
Port 
p.m., Essency Marionettes 
entertain kids of all ages all 
afternoon, "Charlie Who" -
the silent clown - performs 
at 1 p.m. and Big Chief and 
The Continentals take the 
main stage at 2:30 p.m. For 
more information, call 
Intown Portland Exchange 
at 772-6828. 
Records, Tapes, CD's and other Bad Habits 
• I love Paris, but who can 
get there on Monday? This 
Monday, Cole Porter croons 
"I Love Paris," "1 Get a Kick 
Out of You" and Night and 
Day" in a documentary of 
his songs and life in "You're 
the Top: The Cole Porter 
Story," which airs at 9 p.m. 
on the American Masters 
series on channels 1 0 and 
26. 
• Blues and bumper cars: 
The Deering Oaks Family 
Festival opens today in 
Deering Oaks Park. The 
opening ceremonies feature 
200 Soviet and American 
children from the Samantha 
Smith World Peace Camp 
on stage in a play about 
world peace. Governor 
McKernan will be on 











art and crafts, 
and a lots of 
for kids continue through-
out the six-day festival. The 
musical entertainment at 
this year's festival is diverse 
and it's all free. Blues, 
bluegrass, local rap, country 
music and rock and roll are 
among the fare. Today's 
OFFERING BREAKFAST I: UJNCH 
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm 
FeaJurlng New Vegetarian 
Spectals and Old Favorites 
772-0702 • 591 Congress St. 
across from Portland Museum of Art 
10 Exchange St. • Lower Level. Old Port or Tarry-
performances feature the 
blues, starting with a lunch-
time concert by Mr. Mojo's 
Big Night of Blues from at 
12:45 p.m. at the bandstand. 
All afternoon and evening 
the Southern Maine Blues 
Society hosts blues jams at 
the band stand. The after-
noon jam is for acoustic 
blues musicians with the 
blues turning electric at 6 
p.m. The Shirley Lewis 
Experee-ance closes up blue 
Tuesday with a rocking 
performance at 8 p.m. For a 
complete schedule of music, 
see page 12. (Deering 
A venue will be closed from 
Park Avenue to Washburn 
Avenue 9 a.m. to midnight 
on all six days of the festi-
val.) 
• On the other side of the 
peninsula: Poet, artist and 
editor of the Coyote Journal 
James Koller reads his 
poetry at 8 p.m. at Cafe No, 
20 Danforth St., Portland. 
Admission is $3 at the door. 





















competition sponsored by 
Women in Photography, an 
organization of commercial 
and fine arts photographers 
who support women pho-
tographers. The exhibit 
opens today with a panel 
discussion "The Women 
Behind The Images" from 1-
5 p.m. The panelists will 
show both fine art and 
photojournalism prints and 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MAINE STATE u- lJL USIC THEATRE 
'{ 
Located on Beautirul 
Bowdoin College Camp ... 
B .. un.wi~, Maine 
: l\IE AND l\IY (;I1~L : 
• July 10 - July 29 • 
Sponoored by: • 7£.1i'IflOIl1.~I~ 
THE MERRY WIDOW 
ope1lJl July 3 I 
Tues. - Sat. 8:00 p.m. 
Wed., Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m. 
725-8769 
discuss how their careers 
developed. Panelists in-
clude Patricia DuBose-
Duncan and Judy Glickman 
of Maine, Nancy Clendaniel 
of Washington, Denise 
Marcotte of Massachusetts, 
Barbell Scianghetti of 
Connecticut and Val 
Valandani of California. A 
reception follows at 6 p.m . 
The Photo Gallery is located 
in the Baxter Building, 619 
Congress St., Portland. 
Gallery hours are Monday-
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. For 
more information, call 775-
3052. 
• Preserving our estuary: 
The powers that be just 
decreed Casco Bay to be an 
"officially" important 
estuary, but the Friends of 
Casco Bay and the Greater 
Portland Council of Gov-
ernments already had been 
working to educate the 
public, fisherman, business 
people and other interested 
folks on the bioregion of 
Casco Bay. A series of four 
seminars on the bay contin-
ues with a seminar "Histori-
cal Overview of Human 
Uses of the Bay." USM 
professor of history Joel 
Eastman presents "Working 
the Waterfront: The Histori-











the Past to Examine 
Problems from the 
Future" and Elizabeth 
Miller of the Maine 
Historical Society brings 
historical maps and photo-
Groucho, Chico and Harpo 
all rolled into one. Broadway's 
hilarious one man show . 
Six performances: Wed. July 18-
Sot. July 21 at 8 pm; 2 pm 
Matinees Sat. & Sun.,July21 & 22 
Portland Performin9. Arts Center 
25A Forest Avenue, Call 774·0465 
Tickets: $12 adults/$7 children 
Also available 01 Amadeus Music 
and Gallery Music 
fjoVNOS fRoM All 6VER. 
graphs of the area. The 
presentations will be fol-
lowed by a discussion. The 
seminar is 7-9 p.m. at the 
Machine Tool Technology 
Center, S.M.T.e, South 
Portland. For more informa-
tion, call 774-9891. 
• Animated animals: The 
Portland Museum of Art's 
series of contemporary 
Maine art continues with an 
exhibit of the paintings of 
Marjorie Moore. Moore 
paints animals dressing and 
behaving like human to 
illustrate human's separa-
tion from the environment. 
Moore will be at the PMA 
tonight to give a gallery talk 
on her work at 5:15 p.m. 
The talk will be repeated 
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. The 
talks are free with museum 
admission. For more infor-
mation, call 775-6148. 
• Ballet sans dancers: The 
Portland Symphony Or-
cafe 11.0 
11'11('1'(' th(' b('at /!O('S Oil 
in portland 
great music • great grub 
CaU for entertainment 
infonnation. 
20 danforth 8t. • 772-8114 
chestra performs a 
Tchaikovsky Spectacular at 
7:30 p.m. in Fort Williams 
Park, Cape Elizabeth. The 
orchestra performs 
Polonaise from "Eugen 
Onegin," waltzes from 
"Swan Lake" and "The 
Nutcracker" and the "1812 
Overture." Tickets are $11 
general admission, $9 for 
students and seniors and 
$28 for a family with at least 
one adult. Rain site is 
Portland City Hall Audito-
rium. For more information, 
call773-8191. 
• Housework and fanta-
sies: Novelist Kate 
Braestrup, author of 
"Onion," reads 
from her work at 
7:30 p.m. at the 
Maine Writers Cen-






tries to reconcile 
herseU with house-
work and mothering. 
The reading is spon-
sored by the Maine 
Writers and Publishers 
Alliance with help from the 
Maine Arts Commission. 
It's free. For more infor-
mation, call 729-6333. 









puppets, is looking for 
volunteers to join the cast 
for their part in the Portland 
Press Herald Parade at 10 
a.m. Volunteers are asked to 
Don't Miss .•. 
Sultans of Swamp 
Austin, Texas 
TAILGATORS 
SHOWS • • • • 8:00 Sharp Full Bar 21+ 
10:DO Sharp Chern Free 16+ 
Boll spinning 
show '11/ ZAM 
wear white clothing and 
meet at the parade site at 
the intersection of Marginal 
Way and Preble Street 
Street Extension at 9 a.m. 
Participants will join the 
street theater performance 
wearing the many costumes 
the troupe brings along. To 
register as a volunteer, call 
Cynthia Barris at Portland 
Newspapers at 780-9000, 
ext. 2158. 
• Farming and the environ-





Farmers and Gardeners 
Association are sponsoring 
a Small Farm Field Day at 
Wolfe's Neck Farm in 
Freeport. Practical field 
demonstrations, informative 
lectures and educational 
exhibits will focus on the 
theme of "Farming and the 
Environment." The day 
long event begins at 9 a.m. 
Farmers and gardeners are 
encouraged to bring weeds, 
insect and plant disease 
specimens for identification 
at a problem-solVing diag-
nostic clinic. For more 
information, call 780-4205. 
16 elSa> &y I'k<kIy 
S\LUTffi 
11'"118 tj •• 
AT TIiE PORTLAND REGENCY 
COOL OFF 
At Portland's Hottest 
Night Spot 
••.. . ......... .............................•••••••••••• ~ .. , 







~ ......... ~~~.~~~~~ ...................••••••......•.. ~ 
Dance to your favorite contemporary and classic hits 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
DJ 'til 12:30 am 
THURSDAY NIGHT IS LADIES NIGHT! 
S\LUTffi 
II" 18 tj •• 
NO COVER CHARGE • APPROPRIATE DRESS ONLY 
• 
At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets 
GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 11 
7:30 PM 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
- ALL SEATS RESERVED -
TICKETSI $18.50 & $16.50 
Available at Civic Center Bo" Office &. all nc:ketron Iocatiooa 
To chute by rbooe call Teletron at 1-800-38Z-8080 
AI major credit cardo acupted 
Continued from 1();Jay CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Another 48 Hours Another chance for 
Nick Nolte as another bumed-oot cop 
(does he play anything else?) and 
another role for Eddie Murphy as his 
slick sidekick. Another villian to be 
wasted, another authority figure to be 
defied. another Caddy convertible to be 
trashed. Same plot 
Arachnophobia The delectable Julian 
Sands plays a scientist whose 
experiments unleash a strain of killer 
spiders in a small town where Jeff 
Daniels has moved for peace of mind. 
CamilleClaudellsabel1e Adjani plays the 
sculptor Rodin's lover Camille Claudel. 
an artist who could not free herselflrom 
Rodin's influence. 
Days of Thunder Tom Cruise plays a 
stock car racer. It may look as exciting 
as the Daytona 500. but irs Hollywood 
- lame through and through. 
Dick Tracy Warren Beatty made the 
movie. and stars as the sq.Iare-jawed 
cartoon cop - but his buddies steal the 
show: Madonna steams up the saeen 
as ' Breathless: AI Pacino steals the 
show as crime boss'Big Boy Caprice: 
and Dustin Hoffman's cameo 
appearance as ·Mumbles· is so good I 
almost forgave him for -Ishlar.' But just 
as I did. Beatty returned with his side-of-
beef acting and I came to my senses. A 
law good clues here. but the case stinks. 
Bible boys 
Die Hard II Bruce W~lis rell.rns with more 
stunt men. OIl. if only Mallie Hayes 
were here. She'd know what to make of 
this misanthropic marketing mistake. 
The Draughlsman'. Contract Peter 
Greenaway ("The Cook. The Thief. His 
Wife and Her Lover") directed this movie 
set in the summer of 1697. The young 
wife of Southhampton gentlemen hires 
a draughtsman to make a series of 
drawings of her estate while the master 
is away. The draughtsman agrees to 
draw in exchange for sexual favors from 
the mistress of the manor. 
Ford Falrlana How bad is he? Raunchy 
comedian Andrew Dice Clay stars in 
this private dick Hick about a detactive 
who specializes in the music industry. 
Some fringe elements from that industry 
makean appearance. including Priscilla 
Presley and Wayne Newton. 
Ghost Patrick 'Dirty Dancing' Swayze 
plays a broker who tries to contact his 
wife through a phony psychic (Whoopi 
Goldberg). 
Jetsons: The Movie If you oncecIloved 
the TV show. seeing the movie will 
persuedeyou that you havefinallygrown 
up. Bland rehash of the cartoon sitcom 
is overwrought with mindless '60s 
stereotypes. 
Jungle Book The animated version of 
Rudyard Kipling's tales of a boy 
abandoned in the jungles of India. 
Navy Seals Charlie Sheen and Michael 
Biehn star as two Navy boys. who are 
assigned to a special combat unit to 
destroy missiles that have feKen into the 
hands of Middle Eastem terrorists . 
Hollywood has found its naw bad-guy 
scapegoats now that the Soviets have 
become our friends. 
Back in 1907 Tolstoy dreamed film would discover stories rather 
than invent them. In a recent interview Albert Maylses commented 
that he, his brother David and Charlotte Zwerin tried to do what 
Tolstoy dreamed. The result was "Salesman," a classic "direct style" 
documental)' made in the late '60s, which is receiving its television 
premiere Tues., July 24 at 10 p.m. on channels 10 and 26. 
The so-<:alled "direct style" emerged with the development of 
hand-held cameras and portable sound recorders, which allowed 
filmmakers to follow their subjects around. The new technology 
made possible this documental)' about six weeks in the lives of four 
bible salesmen: James ''The Rabbit" Baker, Charles ''The Gipper" 
McDevitt, Raymond 'The Bull" Martos and the story's central 
figure Paul ''The Badger" Brennan. 
The camera follows the sales pitches of the four men as they 
work their way into the houses of working·dass Catholics in Boston 
and Miami, peddling Bibles, Catholic encyclopedias and other 
Pope-appnoved literature. The camera follows the men into large 
sales meetings held at the corporate offices of the Mid-American 
Bible Company in Chicago. And the camera follows the men into 
their hotel rooms at the end of the day, where they recount the 
day's successes and failures and maybe playa game of cards. 
The movie questions how much people at work believe in what 
they're doing. In a consistent world, the buying and selling of bibles 
would demand the salesmen believe in what they're doing. But in a 
world where people chase the elusive American Dream of financial 
security and a quick buck, I wouldn't expect four bible salesmen to 
be anything but mercenary, preying on the hopes of eternal solace 
of the struggling working people. 
But the film's final edit changed my mind, although I admit I'm 
skeptical- as skeptical as I would be of anyone selling me 
anything, especially anything for the good of my soul. 
The men's persistence and the intimate camera style force the 
point that the salesmen were intruding not only into people's 
homes, but into their fears and hopes. Many scenes seemed to 
intrude deep into the financial, domestic and spiritual affairs of the 
people the salesmen called on. Even the camera reached the very 
private place where people decide how much to invest, fiscally or 
otherwise, in the good of their souls. 
As the camera follows the men, Brennan emerges as the one 
most affected by what he does. The camera catches him philoso-
phizing on sales styles or lost in thought. In the hotel room he jokes 
about wearing green to look more Irish, putting on an accent and 
telling tales of Ireland, but then Brennan's tone changes as he tells a 
story of growing up in a cold·water flat in Boston. He seems aware 
that he's squeezing pennies from people just like him. 
Brennan becomes the central figure and as the camera watches 
him more, so do his fellow salesmen. Everyone is watching as he 
detaches himself from the business of selling bibles and then faUs 
back into the muck of capitalism at the expense of people's hopes 
and dreams. He becomes a full-blown character, and like a charac· 
ter in a Tolstoy novel, Brennan changes and the viewer's perception 
of him changes. It is remarkable stol)' for a documentary. The 
filmmakers' success at discovering this story is what makes 
"Salesmen" gripping 20 years after it was made. 
Pretty Woman Julia Roberts and Richard 
Gare star in the Pygmalian-type story 
abouta wealthy businessman who picks 
~p a prostitute and dresses her up pretty. 
The movie has a few great lines. but the 
story is a sexist fairy tale. Roberts is 
good; she should be more particular 
about scripts. Gare plays a character 
he's played too many times before. 
Quick Change Bill Murray. Geena Davis 
and Randy Ouaid play three crooks wha 
pull off a heist and can·t escape from 
Naw York. Jason Robards is the cop on 
their case. 
Robocop II Robot one is challenged by 
robot two. Most of Detroit gets caught in 
the aossfire. Motor City should know: 
the problem with shiny objects is that 
there'salwaysanotheronecomingalong 
next year. 
Rosalie Goes Shopping Marianne 
Sagebrecht and Percy Aldon 
('Sugarbaby' and 'Bagdad Cafe") team 
up again in a movie about a housewife 
who goes to any lengths to keep her 
femily in state-of-th&-art surroundings. 
using charge cards and other methods 
of creative financing. I'll be at the movie 
trying to figure outa creative way to pay 
back my student loan. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 




AnotIIeI' 48 Hours 
12:30.2:40. 4:50. 7.9:15 
o.y. 01 Thunder «--13) 
12. 2:30. 5.7:30. 10 
DIck TrK)' IPGI 




12:30. 2:50.5:10.7:30. 9:50 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and MOdIe. Portland 
712-9751 
Navv_IsIRI 
1:05.3:35. 7:30. 9:45 (opens July 20) 
Ford F ......... IRI 
1. 3:30. 7:05.9:20 
Quick Chionge IRI 
1:10. 3:40. 7:20. 9:25 
Jungle_PI 
1 :15. 3:15. 7 
TIe Me Up. TIe Me Down 
9:30 
~Wom"'lRI 
1 :30. 3:50. 7:15. 9:35 T __ IIRI 
1:20.4.7:10. 9:45 
OhostDacllPG) 
1 :35. 3:55 (Ihrough July 19) 
LongtIm. COm""nlon IRI 
9:40 (lhrough July 19) 
The Movies 
10 Exchange. Por1Iand 
712-9600 
Rosalie _ Shopping IPGI 
July 1&-22 
Wed-Sat 7. 9: 
Sat·Sun mat at 1; Sun at 7. 
TN D .... llhtm ..... CO_ IRI 
July 21-24 
Sat·Sun mat at 1: Sun at 9: 
Mon-Tue at 7. 9. 
C.mllle Cilluclal (AI 
July 25-29 
Wed· Thu at 6:30. 9:30: 
Fri-Sat at 8:30: Sat·Sun mat at 2:30. 
Cinema City 
Bredlees Plaza. near Exit 8 
854-9116 
Al l times Ihrough Thursday; 
call ahead for Friday'. changes 
OhostDacllPG1 
7:15. 9:15; Sat·Sun mats at 1 :1 5. 3:15 
Mtlo" 0tIa (0) 
Sat·Sun mats at 1. 3 
Quick Chlonoe (R) 
7:15. 9:15; Sat·Sun mats at 1 :15. 3:15 
Ford Feirt. ... (R) 
7:15. 9:15; Sat-Sun mats at 1:15. 3:15 
.lung" Book (G) 
7; Sat·SUn mats at 1. 3 
Totlll _I IRI 
9 
PTWlty W ...... n (R) 
7. 9 
Evening Star 
Tontine Mall. Brunswick 
729-5486 
QulckC ....... 1RI 
7.8:50 (Ihrough July 19) 
Prides Comer 
Drive-In 
On Route 302 in Westbrook 
797-3154 
.... k To The Future 1M (POl 
8:35 (tIvtIugl July 19) ... ......-
10:20 (1hrough July 19) 
-COp II IIQ 
8:30 (opens July 20) 
c:.dI ...... 
10:30 (opens Jljy 20) 
T1a Me Up, TIe Me Down Is vanilla in 
comparison 10 PedroAlrnod6var'sear1ier 
movies. although it's about bondage 
submission. drug addiction and fear : 
dependency. A yoI.I\g man. who's been 
locked up in institutions since he was 
orphaned attlvae. runl away fora night 
and ~II an acIntss in a ber. She 
takes him .~ and the experience 
changes hil Hfe. A year later. he is 
ruleasedfnlm the mental institution. and 
S8Is out to find the adnIss again. marry 
her and fether her children. He finds a 
ju.nkie porn star making a horror flick 
with a horny old direclor. What makes 
"T18 Me Up' more pleasurable than 
distuming il that none of the nasty stuff 
has any painfU consequences. The 
movie is a Iaroe. 
Total Racan Amold Schwarzenegger 
stars In Paul ·Robocop· Verhoeven 's 
big-budget sci-fi flick. Arnie plays,. 21 st-
century man who discovers that he's 
not who he thought he was. In a time 
when the technology exists to mess 
with a person's mind and memories 
Arnie never really finds out. But noi 
know~. what's real doesn't stop him 
from killing everyone in sight. 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 7.19 
Tarfllnca Simian .nd Tha Mallat 
Playboys (zydeco) Raoul·s. 865 Forest 
Ave .• Portland. 77~. 
K. Barry Saunders Quartet (jazz) Cafe 
No. 20 Danforth St.. Portland. 772-8114. 
F1a.., Allan (piano) Utile Willies. 36 
t.\sr1(et St. . Portland. 773-4500. 
Dan Knight (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St., 
Portland. 772-7891 . 
SIdekick (rock bandwith energeticfemale 
lead) Mbosa Alley . 46 Market St 
Portland. 774-5246. .• 
Moo Goo and the Guy PaM (rock) Old 
Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St.. Portland. 
774-0444. 
The PractIcal eats (r&b) T-Birds. 126 N. 
Boyd. Portland. 773-8040. 
RIc Roy (acoustic) Amigo·s. 9 Dana St 
Portland. 772.{J772. • 
The W~ .... k"" (bluesy rock. great 
for dancing) H0fS8feathers. 193 Midde 
St. Portland 773-3501 . 
T .... howa(rock)SpringPointCafe. 175 
PIckett St. South Portland. 7674627. 
Crybaby (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 700 
Main St.. South Portland. 774-6t51 . 
The Look (rock) The Brunswick. 34 W. 
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 9344873. 
AItr Supply (pop) Club Casino. Hampton 
Beach. N.H. rtckets are $19.50. For 
rnot'9 infonnation. call 603-926-4300. 
FRIDAY 7.20 
8taphan Blum Group Oazz) Cafe No. 20 
Danforth St.. Portland. 772-8t 14. 
Roy Fraz .. Trio (jazz) Utile Willies. 36 
Market St .. Portland. 773-4500. 
The Tall Glrtors (rock) Two shows. 8 pm 
(21 and older); 10 pm (al ages) Zootz. 
31 Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-8187. 
Nevada Beach (heavy metaVhard rock; 
Signed by Metal Bladeo'Wamer Bros. 
and album due 10 be releasadnationally 
Aug. 20) Twisted Root opens. OryOock. 
84 Commercial St. Portland. 774-3550. 
UpaattaB (1'tlCkAt1ues) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St .• Portland. 774-5246. 
Brokan Man (Grateful Dead-style 
originals) Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave .• 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Staal Cow and L.tI Nut (rock) Geno·s. 
13 Brown St .. Portland. 772-7891 . 
Moo Goo and the Guy PaM (rock) Old 
Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St .. Portland. 
7744444. 
SIaIcIa-(acoustic)Amigo·s.9Dana 
St.. Portland. 772.{J772. 
The WaItara(middl&-ol-the-road rock with 
saxophone) Horsefaathers. 193 MidcIe 
St. Portland. 773-3501. 
Jenny and the Woodman (~ local 
band playing the tunes of Joplin, Heart 
and Etheridge) Bruno·s. 33 India St. 
Portland. 773-3530. 
TraahouM (rock) Spring Point Cafe 175 
PickeI1 St. . South Portland. 767-4627. 
Crybeby (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 700 
Main St. South Portland. 774-6151 . 
The Look (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W. 
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873. 
Boston Comedy Co. (comedy) Aqua 
Lounge. 17 Ocean Ave .• York Beech. 
363-7578. 
lMIfII Brannigan (pop) Club Casino. 
Hampton Beach. N.H. TIckets are 
$t8.50. For more information cal603-
926-4300. • 
SATURDAY 7.21 
stephan BlumGroupijazz) Cafe No. 20 
Danforth St .. Portland. 772-8114. 
Roy Fraz .. Trio (jazz) Little WUlies. 36 
Market St .• Portland. 773-4500. 
Broken Men (rock) Raoul·s. 865 Forest 
Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
The Barry·Arvln Young Band (rock) 
Geno·s. 13 Brown St., Portland. 772-
7891. 
Upaatt.,.. (rockiblues) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St.. Porttand. 774-5246. 
Slalda-(acoustic) Amigo·s. 9 Dana 
St .. Portland. 772.{J772. 
Moo Goo .nd the Guy Pans (rock) Old 
Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St.. Portland. 
774-0444. 
Morgan'. Stu and Twisted Root (rock) 
Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St.. Portland. 
774-3550. 
Billy MartIn and Larry Norton (comedy) 
T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd. Portland. 773-
8040. 
Jenny and the Woodman (rock) 
Bruno·s. 33 India St.. Portland. 773-
3530. 
HRB (rockiblues) Spring Point Cafe 175 
PickeI1 St , South POrtland. 7674627. 
Crybaby (rock) Spirits at the Manor 700 
Main St. South Portland. 774-6151 . 
Tha Look (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W. 
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 9344873. 
RIck Darrlngarsnd EdgarWintar (rock) 
Club Casino. Hampton Beach. N.H. 
Tickets are $t6.50 . For more 
information. cell 6O~926-4300. 
SUNDAY 7.22 
David Pope (classical guitar) to am- 3 
pm. cafe no. 20 Danforth St. Porttand. 
7n.a114 . 
Kavln Mldgaly (blues) 4 pm. Gritty 
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St. Portland. 772-
2739. 
Acoustic Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm. Uncle 
BIIIy·s. 60 Ocean St.. S. Portland. 767-
71t9. 
Saan ShearIn (Irish music) Amigo·s. 9 
Dana St. Portland. 772~m. 
Papa Lovas Mambo (Caribbean pop) 
Raoul·s. 865 ForestAve .• Portland. 773-
6886. 
Dava Kalley Group (rock) Old Port 
Tavern. 11 Moulton St . Porttand. 774-
0444. 
Open Mlka Night Geno·s. 13 Brown St. 
Portland. 772-7891 . 
MONDAY 7.23 
Musicians Jam SasaIon All ages. free 
admission at Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave .• 
Portland. Formare information. call 775-
2494. 
Dava Kalley Group (rock) Old Port 
Tavern. 1 t Moulton St. Porttand. 774-
0444. 
TUESDAY 7.24 
DavId Bromberg (blues) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
Darien Bfllhrns (acoustic rock) Gritty 
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St. Portland. 772-
2739. 
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444. 
WEDNESDAY 7.25 
Cry Baby (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Red light Rewa (r&b) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 77~. 
Network (rock) Old Port Tavem. t t 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Tha Blushing Brlda. (rock) The 
Brunswick, 34 W. Grand. Old Orchard 
Beach. 9344873. 
UPCOMING 
BIg DIpper and DarIen Brahms and 
SOUIml ..... (rock) July 27. Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
Buddy Guy (blues) Aug 3. RaouI·s. 865 




Bob Jr'. (70s rock) t 2- t :3O pm. Canal 
Plaza. Portland. Partoflntown Portland 
Exchange's Noontime Performance · 
Series. Free and open to the public. For 
more information. call 772-6828. 
Summar Organ Concert Sarle. 
(classical) Durward Entrekin performs 
works by Ireland. Duprtl. Franck and 
Raubke at 8 pm. Portland City Hall 
Auditorium. Sponsored by The Friends 
of the Kotzsehmar Organ and the City of 
Portland. Free and open to the public. 
For mare information. call 767-3297 or 
761-1915. 
Chandler'. Band Concert (community 
band) 7:15 pm at the Gazebo. Fort Allen 
Park. Eastern Prom. Portland. Free and 
open to the public. 874-8793. 
Gamper Fe.tlvel of Contamporary 
Music See p. 1 t. 
FRIDAY 7.20 
DasparataAvlkadoz Trio (island music) 
12-1 :30 pm. Tommy's Park. Porttand. 
Part ~f Intown Porttand Exchange's 
NoonUme Per!ormanceSeries. Freeand 
open to the public. For more information 
callm-6828. • 
Bowdoin Summer Music Festlvel See 
p.ll . 
Roger Whittaker (pop/country) 8 pm. 
Cumberland County Civic Center 
Portland. Tickets are $19.50. availa~ 
at the Civic Center box office. TIcketron 
outlets or by calling 775-3458 or 1-800-
382-8080. 
SATURDAY 7.21 
The Old Port FIddIar8' Contaat See 
Calendar p.14. 
Qamper Fe.tlval of Contempofllry 
Music See p. 11. 
Croeby, Stills and N • .., (acoustic/rock) 
7:30 pm. Seashore Perfonning Arts 
Centar at Old Orchard Beach. Tickets 
are $16 .501$17.50 . available at 
Ticketron. Civic Center Box Office and 
SeaPAC box office. For more 
information. call 934-173 t. 
Tom Dyhrberg (folk) 8 pm. Heffernan 
Center Auditorium . Saint Joseph 's 
College. Standish. Free and open to the 
public. For more information. call 892-
6766 ext 456. 
Portbtndstrlng Quartat(classical) 7 pm 
in the Shaker Meeting House. Shaker 
Vtllage. Route 26. New Gloucester. 
TIckets are $10. Reservations are 
required. For more information. call 926-
4597. 
SUNDAY 7.22 
Big Chief & The Continental. (r&b) 
Casco Bay Unes Music Cruises. every 
Sunday. 5-8 pm. Boat departs from 
Casco ~y Lines Ferry Terminal . 
CommercIal and Franklin streets. 
Portland. rtcketsare $10. $9forseniors 
$5 for kids. For more infonnation. cali 
774-7871 . 
Gamper Festival of Contamporary 
Music see p. t t. 
Continued on ?lge 18 
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Farrington's on lake Kezar 
LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND 






July 19 - TERRANCE SIMIEN & The Mallet Playboys 
"One of this countryls HOTTEST Zydeco bandsl" 
July 20 & 21 - BROKEN MEN 
Tie dye contest - Best shirt wins tab prizes! 
July 22 - PAPA LOVES MAMBO 
Is/and Dance party 
July 23 - MUSICIANIS JAM • OPEN MIC 
free admission 
July 27 - BIG DIPPER 
with DARIEN BRAHMS AND THE SOUL MINERS 





LUTHER GUITAR JR. JOHNSON 
865 Forest Avenue 
Info. 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 "'111 
1 • Gzsa> Bay VoI!tkly 
MAGIC CARPET RIDE IlMO 
9 PASSENGER SUPER STRETCH .. ... .. 
(207) 781-4288 • :Fa[moutn, :Maine 
'Bool(ing Hours 9-5, !MoMay-!fnaay 
WHOLESALE AND 
OUR TAKE OUT LUNCHES 
ARE COOL! 
Cold Pasta Salad to Take Out or Eat In! 
We serve ALL day from 11 :00 - 6:30 
Check out our Varieties of Pasta and Homemade 
Sauces to eat in or cook at home 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Mon.-Wed. 11-6:30, Thu. & FrL 11-8, Sat. 11-6:30 
SUMMERBLOWOUT SALE. 
THURSDAY, JULY 19,1990 
THRILLER THURSDAY 
TIlE PRACTICAL CATS 
Enjoy 93~ MUTER UTES 7 -10 
Doors open at 7 
FRIDAY JULY 20 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-7 
1st 200 people 
in for FREE! 
SATURDAY JULY 21 
DANCING TO THE 
50'S & 60'S 
ALL NIGHT LONG! 
1st 200 people 
in 'or FREE! 
SUNDAY JULY 22 
HEADLINER 
COMEDY 
Headliner - BILLY MARTIN 
A/sl App,arlng - LAIIIY IIORTDII 
Doors open al7oShowtime 8:30 
WEDNESDAY JULY 25 
WILD 'N' WACKY 
WEDNESDAY 
CRY BABY 
COUNT·DOWII on Drinks .11 night long 
Reglstar to Win I Trip to Kar Largo 
I:lmpllm,nl$ If H,w/", rr.,,1 
.ndDlKuyp,rSchnaaps 
UPCOMING EVENTS ~---
Thursday July 26 - The Waiters 
Wednesday August 1 - The Sense 
Thursday August 2 - The Grass Roots 




Bowdoin Summer Music Festival 
Student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 725-3895. 
TUESDAY 7.24 
S/ald Cleaves (acoustic) 12-1 :30 pm, 
Wharf/Mouton streets, Portland. Free 
and open to the public. For more 
infonnation, call 772~28. 
Organ Works (classical) Douglas Rafter 
perfonns worlls by J.S. Bach, G.F. 
Handel, Robert Schuman and Peitro 
Yon at 12:10 pm at the First Parish 
Church, Maine Street and Bath Road, 
Brunswick. Donation at the door. For 
more infonnation, call 729-7331 . 
Mr. Mojo's Big NlleO'Bu. (bluesfl8ZZ) 
12:45-1 :45 p.m. Main Stage at the 
Deering Oaks Family Festival, Portland. 
Free and open to the public. 
Souu-n Mal.,. Bu. Society Jam 
Acoustic blues, 2-5 pm. Electric blues 6-
7:30 pm at the Main Stage, Deering 
Oaks Family Festival, Portland. Free 
and open to the public. 
Gampet' Festival of Contemporary 
Music See p. 11 . 
Summer Organ Concert Serle. 
(classical) Daniel Junken perfonns 
works by VI9ITl9, Mendelssohn, Franck 
and Mulet at 8 pm, Pordand City Hall 
Auditorium. For more infonnation, call 
767-3297 or 761-1915. 
Shirley Lewis Experee-ance (r&b 
vocals) 8-9:30 pm at the Main Stage, 
Deering Oaks Family Festival, Portland. 
Free and open to the public. 
WEDNESDAY 7.25 
AnnIClark(contemporary folk) 11 :45am-
1 pm, Main Stage at Deering Oaks 
Family Festival, Portland. Free and open 
to the public. 
Phil N The Blanks (reggae, r&b) 12-1 :30 
pm, Congress Square, Portland. Partof 
Intown Pordand Exchange's Noontime 
Perfonnan09 Series. Free and open to 
the public For more infonnation, call 
772~28. 
Summer Noon Organ Recitals 
(classical) Ray CornHs perfonns 12:15-
1 pm at the Cathedral of the Immaculate 
Conception, Franklin and Cumberland, 
Portland. Free, but donations will be 
accepted. For more infonnation, call 
773-7746. 
Van GoGos('60 s and '70s rock 'n roll) 6-
7:30 pm, Main Stage, Deering Oaks 
Family Festival, Portland. Free and open 
to the public 
SendyRIv ... Rarnblers(bluagrass) 7 pm, 
Mill Creek Parll, South Portland. Free 
and open to the public. For more 
infonnation, caH ~7996. 
TImb ... .,. (country) Music on The Mall 
at 7:30 pm on the man in downtown 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 725-8797. 
Mike Danahy (acoustic rock) 8 pm, 
Wes1Bm Prom Gazebo, Portland. Free 
and open to the public. 874-8793. 
Broken Men (rock) 8-9:30 pm, Main 
Stage, Deering Oaks Family Festival, 
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and 
open to the public. 
PortIandstrtng Quartet(classical) Bates 
College Summar Con09rt Series 8 pm, 
Ofin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates 
College, lewiston. Tickets are $81$5. 
For more information, call 786~135 . 
UPCOMING 
Tornado Brothers (acoustic r& b) July 
26,11 :45am-l pm, MainStage, Deering 
Oaks Family Festival, Portland. Free 
and open to the public. 
Tchalkovsky Spectacular July 27. See 
Calendar p. 14. 
Eight To The Bar ('4Os, '50s and '60s 
music) July 27, 8:30-10:30 pm, Main 
Stage, Deering Oaks Family Festival, 
Portland. Free and open to the publuc. 
East Coast Ope .. (opera) Selec1ions 
from operas and operettas will be 
perfonned July 27-29, Fri-Sat at8 pm, 
Sun at4 pm at the South Congregational 
Church 01 Kemebunkport. Tickats are 
$10. 
Streamliner and Suzy Bogguss 
(country) July 28, 8-11 pm, Main Stage, 
Deering Oaks Family Festival,Portland. 
Free and open to the public. 
Bluegrass Festival Fogg Brothers July 
29, 1-2:15 pm, Sandy River Ramblers 
2:45-4 pm, and Northern lights 4:30-6 
pm, Main Stage, Deering Oaks Family 
Festival,Portiand. Freeandopentothe 
public. 
Barrence Whllfteld& The Savages (rock! 
r&b) July 29, 6:30-8:30 pm, Main Stage, 
Deering Oaks Family Festival, Portland. 
Free and open to the public. 
STAGE 
You Stili can't Get There From H .... 
Mad Horse Theab'e Company presents 
a revival 01 the 1989 musical comedy 
revue about life in Maine through Aug 
26. Performances are Thu-Sat at8 pm, 
Sun at7pm at Mad Horse Theatre, 955 
Forest Ave., Pordand. Tickets are $131 
$15. For more information, call 797-
3338. 
Avner The Eccentric Clown and 
parfonnance artist perfonns July 18-21 
at8 pm, July 21-22 at2 pm at Portland 
ParformingArts Center, 25A ForestA ..... , 
Portland. TICkets are $12 for adults, $7 
for kids, available at Amadeus Music 
and Gallery Music in Portland. For more 
infonnation, can 774-0465. 
lbe Spoils of WarSee Calendar p.14. 
Bobble Steinbach Comedienne and 
singer perfonns through July 28, Wed-
Sat at8 pm at the Thomas Playhouse, 
Route 302, S. Casco. Tickets are $tO/ 
$12. For more information, call 655-
3281 . 
Celebration Bam Theater, Stockfann 
Road,South Paris. BarnShow,leaturing 
the best student perfonnances from 
leland Faulkner's Mime Primer 
Workshop on July 20; sklrylellar Jackson 
Gillman performs on July 21 ; Tony 
Montanaro and Karen Hurfl perfonn 
mime, improvisation , dance and 
storytelHng on July 28; Canadian Content 
Theater presents a children's show 'On 
The Go" on July 28. All performan09s 
are at 8 pm. TIckets are $5 for adults , 
$2.50 for children 12 and under. 
Reservations can be made by calling 
743-8452. 
The Three of Us One act comedies by 
Anton Chekhov and Michael Frayn 
parfonned by the Vintage Repertory 
July 20-21 , 27-29 at the Saoo Grange 
Summer Theater in Bar Mills . 
Perlonnan09s are Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm, 
Sun at6:15 pm. For more information, 
call Pat Packard at 929-0472. 
Festival of Creative Youth Mime 
performances, magic shows, TV 
productions, dramatic and dance 
presentations will be offered to the public 
July 21 , 8:30 am-I pm at Southam 
Maine Technical Collage, Fort Roed, 
South Portland. The Festival ofCreatiw 
Youth is a program 0/ The Uniwrsity 
School for the Gifted, Creative and 
Talented. Formore infonnation, call 799-
1950. 
Wings by Arthur Kopittells the story 01 an 
elderly woman who has a stroke, sutters 
from aphasia and leams to see the 
world in symbols. The TheatreCoilectiw 
production continues July 19-22, 8 pm 
at Alexander Economos Auditorium, 
Aetchar St, Kennebunk. Tickets are 
$12. For more information, call 985-
4343. 
AudIlIonsfor"lbelmportanceofBeing 
Earnest" by Oscar Wilde Cast 01 nine 
characters, live men and four women, 
from the micl-20s through the 60s, with 
strong British dialects. Auditions are 
July 22, 2 pm and July 24 at7 pm at City 
Theater in Biddeford. The play opens 
Sep 21 , with Friday and Saturday 
performances at 8 pm and Sunday 
matinee at2 pm. For more inlormation, 
call 282-0849. 
The Hobbit Windham Center Stage 
Theater presents a stage prodJction of 
J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy July 26-28, Aug 
2-4 at 7:30 pm at the Windham 
Community Centar. Tickets are $8 tor 
adults, $5 tor students and seniors. 
Preschoolers are admitted free. For 
more infonnation, call 774-7926 after 3 
pm or 892-3315. 
Brave New World World premiere 
adaption of Aldous Huxley's satire about 
lealies and soma and othar 1eaI-good 
novelties from the future plays at the 
Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth. The 
play opens July 28 and plays in repartoIy 
through Sep 1. Performances are July 
28-29at8 pm. TIckets are $10-$15. For 
more information or reservations, call 
933-9999. 
Me And My Girt Maine State Music 
Theater present Bowdoin Collage's 
Pickard Theatar in Brunswick through 
July 29. Wed, Fri and Sun matinees 
start at2 pm; evening shows Tues-Sat 
at8 pm. Tickets are $10-$20. For more 
infonnstion, call 725-8769. 
light Up The Sky Moss Hart's comedy 
about opening night of a Broadway 
musical July 19,21 and 27at8pm at the 
Theal9ratMonmouth, Monmouth. icIIets 
are $15 regular, $13 for seniors and$10 
for lor students. For more infonnation, 
call 939-9999. 
Turnabout Hank Beebe's musical about 
role-reversal in marriage at the 
Schoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago 
lake. Perfonnan09s continue through 
July 29, Thu-Sat at8 pm, Sun at2 pm. 
Tickets are $101$6. Reservations can 
I be made by calling 642-3743 or 773-
1648. 
The Cherry Orchard Anton Chekhov's 
comic story about Russian aristocrats 
soon to lose everything to those damn 
Bolsheviks July 20, 22 and25at8 pmat 
the Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth. 
Perfonnan09s run in repertory through 
Aug 31 . For more inlonnation or 
reservations, call 933-9999. 
The Merchant of Venice Shakespeare's 
tale of love and greed July 26, 8 pm at 
The Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth. 
TIckets are $15, $13 for seniors, $1 o for 
students. For more information, call 933-
9999. 
A Toast to Broadway The Bayside 
Players present a dinner theater revue 
of songs from 10 Broadway musicals 
through Aug 25 at The Portland ClUb, 
156 State St., Portland. Performances 
are Fridays and Sunday. Tickets are 




Maine Mystique: A Contemporary 
Perspective Group show 01 
contemporary MainepaintersopensJuly 
20 at the gallery at5 Milk 51., Portland. 
Artists include Gregory Welch , ltalo 
Scanga, Michael Moore, Duncan Hewitt, 
Michael Shaughnessy, Juris Ubans, 
Wolcott Dodge, David Puelle, lisa 
Slipkowsky, Michael Waterman, Wes 
Freese, Marc Pelletiar, Frank Turek, 
Richard Wilson, Samrith Chap, Tim 
Mack, Tom Maurais and Padi Mayhew 
Bain. Opening recpetion July 20, 5-7. 
773-3489. 
The Open Stable, 273 Presumpsoot St, 
Portland. "A Midsummer's Night Dream", 
an exhib~ wor!< by Maine photographers 
and sculptors opens July 20, 6-9 pm. 
live entertainment from 9 pm on with 
ETA, Michael Danahy and Tidal Waws. 
773-3961 or 871-8285. 
The Chocolate Church Art Ganery, 804 
Washington 51. , Bath. Invitational 
Photography Show through Aug 4. 
Opening rnception July 20, 5-7 pm. 
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 
pm. 442-8455. 
Weatherend Gallery, aqacent to the 
Famsworth Museum, 374 Main St, 
Rockland. "Construction Work, " Works 
by Jim Young, Pam Smith, Hilary French, 
Bemi09 Abbott, Monty Smith and others 
July 22-Sep 22. Opening reception July 
22, 5-7 pm. 596-0483. 
Maine Coast ArtIsts, Russell Awnue, 
Rockport. "State 01 the Art '90: Art 
Auction Preview" More than 150 pieces 
01 fine Maine contemporary arton exhibit 
July 24-Aug 5. Opening rnception July 
24, 6-8 pm. Hours: DailY 10 am-5 pm. 
236-2875. 
The Photo Gallery, Pordand School of 
Art,619CongressSt, PortIand.-Women 
in Photography: a touring exhibit of 65 
images from women photographers 
around the world July 23-Aug 30. 
Opening reception July 25, 6-8 pm. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am·5 pm. 775-3052. 
Abacus Gallery, 8 McKown St ., 
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel 
Merriam July 28·Sep 30. Opening 
reception July 28, 5-9 pm. 633-2166. 
AROUND TOWN 
Portland Museum of Art Seven 
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:Tue-
Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday 
ewnings, 5-9. "French Impressionism 
and Beyond: The Scott M. Black 
Collection" (through July 29): "Urban 
Visions : Images by Ashcan School 
Paintars" (through Aug 26); ·Frank 
Stella: The Circuits Prints, "mixed-media 
prints (through Aug 5); "Winslow Homer 
Watercolors," an exhibit of 13 
wataroolors painted between 1873 and 
1897 (throog. Sap 23); ·Views From 
Rome from the Thomas Ashby 
Collection in the Vatican Ubrary: an 
exhiM of 81 drawings and watareolors 
from the Renaissan09 through the age 
of romanticism (through Sep 30); 
·Perspectives: Marjorie Moore: an 
exhib~ of paintings, drawings and a 
video installation (July 19-5ep23). 775-
6148. 
AREA Gallery, Campus Center, Bedford 
Street, USM Portland. ·Off Shore: 
photographs by Maggie Foskatlthrough 
Aug 10. Hours: Mon-Sat t 2-5 pm, Sun 
12-5 pm. 780-4090. 
Alberta's Cafe, 21 PleasantSt., Portland. 
"Abstract DrawingS" by James Marrow 
through Aug 1. 
Barrldoff Galleries, 26 Free St ., 
Portland. Pain.lings by Joe Nicoletti and 
Stuart Ross through Aug 4. Also a 
selec1ion of 19th andearfy 20th t:entury 
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 
am-5 pm. 772-5011 . 
lbe Baxt ... Gallery, Portland School of 
Art, 619 Congress St., Portland. "Alumni 
Exhibition" through Aug 17. Hours: Mon-
Fri 10 am-5 pm. n5-3052. 
Bayview Gallery, 75 Mar1let 51. , Portland. 
Florais in watercolor by Nancy Glassman 
and Susan Van Campen through July 
28. Hours: Mon-Satl0 am~ pm. m-
3007. 
Congrea Squa .. Gallery, 42 Exchange 
St. , Pordand. Still lila and landscape 
painting by George Van Hook through 
July 20. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
774-3369. 
Danforth SlrMtGallery, 34 Danforth 51., 
Portland. ·New Forms: Contemporary 
Ceramic Sculpture" through July 28. 
Hours: We<i-Sat 11 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 
pm. 775-6245. 
Dlmora, 26 Exchange 51. , Portland. 
Mixed-media collages by Andres 
Varzosa through July 31 .775-7049. 
ar..nhut Gallerte., 146 Middle 51., 
Portland. Recent oils and gouache by 
Jane Dachmeu and pottery from 
Dannisootta Pottery through Aug 4. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30am-5:30pm. n2-
2693. 
Maine Potters Market, 376 Fore 51. , 
Portland. Sensuous pastel landscape 
pottery byJ.l. Kess July 21-30. Hours: 
daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633. 
Payson Gallery of Art, Westbrook 
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland. 
The Permanent Collection and Selectad 
loans through Sep9. Hours: Tue-Fri JO 
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-8un 1-5 pm. 
797-9546. 
Portland Public Library, Five 
Monument Square, Portland. "Public 
libraries -A Maine Portrait, -Cibachrome 
photographs 01 Maine public libraries by 
John K. Jones 01 Portland. Exhibit is 
accompanied by historical and 
architectural notes and continues 
through Aug 17. Hours: Mon, Wed and 
Fri 9 am~ pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm, 
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871 -1700. 
Portland Wine and Cheese, 8 Forest 
Ave., Portland. Worlls by local painter 
Thomas Connolly through Aug. 772-
4647. 
Right Banque Cafe, 225 Federal 51. , 
Portland. Prints by Elisabeth Jabar 
through Aug 1. 
SteIn Gallery Contemporary Glass, 20 
Milk 51. , Portland. Fabricated sculptures 
based on architectural forms by Jon 
Wolfe through Aug 31 . Hours: Mon-Sat 
11 am-5:30 pm, Sun 1-4 pm. 772-9072. 
Tho •• MOHr Cabinetmakers, 415 
Cumberland Aw., Portland. Woodcuts 
by Pennsylvania printmakar Daniel D. 
Millar through Aug 17. Hours: Mon-Sat 
8:30 am-5 pm. 774-3791 . 
We.1n Gardin« Fine Arts, 4 112 Milk 51., 
Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and 19th 
century decorative prints with an 
emphasis on architectural, botanical, 
marine & sporting subjects. Hours:Tue-
Fri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
774-1944. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bates College, Olin Arts Center , 
lewiston. ·Dahlov lpeat: The Seventies 
& Eighties," "Recent Donations," works 
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne 
and Picasso, and "Children's Book 
Illustrations: featuring the work 01 
several of Maine's best artists and 
writers. Both exhibits continue through 
Aug 26. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, 
Sun 1-5 pm. 786-6158. 
Bowdoin College MUHum of Art, 
Brunswick. "Islamic Miniatures from the 
Permanent Collection," Arab and 
Persian miniatures and paintings from 
Mughal India (through Aug 19) ; 
"Selected Prints from the Vinalhaven. 
Press Collection," 77 prints produced at 
tha press since its founding in 1984 
(July 2O-Sep 23). Hours: Tue-Sat 10 
am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275. 
Cry 01 the Loon Art Galery, At. 302, 
South Casco. "Crill9rs," works by Maine 
artists 01 Maine wildlife through July 20. 
Artists include Chris Niel$on, Marjorie 
Moore, Serri Beckman and Dahkivlpeat. 
Hours: 9:30 am-9 pm. 655-5060. 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine 51. , 
Brunswick. New worf< by six gallery 
artists: painted and quilted wall art by 
Natesha Kempers-Cullen; handmade 
sculptures in jewelry environments by 
Georgeann and Co(ldon Kuhl; raku clay 
sculpture and pottery by Chris 
Newcomb; figurative sculpture by Monty 
Smith: and original folk art by Robert 
Sl9bIeton. Exhibitcontinues ilrough Aug 
2. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm. For 
more infonnation, call 729-1108. 
Gov.-nor's Gallery Space, State House, 
Augusta. ·Art Behind Bars: works by 
inmates of the Maine Correctional Center 
in South Windham. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 
am-5 pm. 289-2724. 
Holle Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine 
St, Brunswick. WorIIs on paper by 
BemaId Langlais through Aug 25. Hours: 
Tue-Satl0 am-5 pm. 725-4191. 
ICON Contemporary Art, 19 Mason St., 
Brunswick. New works by Robert 
HamiltonthroughJuly. Hours: Mon-fri,l -
5 pm. 725-8157. 
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm, 
118 Route I, Falmouth. Handcolored 
photographs oftha Maine landscape by 
Jane Page-Conway though July. Hours: 
Mon-Sat9am-5pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 781 -
2330. 
Maine Coast Artists, Russel Ave, 
Rockport. Invitational exhibition on 
display through July 22. The exhibition 
matures works by Robert Bronar, Paul 
Heroux, Susan leites, Carl Palazzollo 
.and Katherine Portar. Sun-8atl0 am-
5pm. 236-2875. 
Maine Photographlo Workshops, 
Rockport. Works by Polly Brown, John 
Goodman, John Goengard and Bernie 
Mayers through July 20 ; Joyce 
Tenneson, Alex Webb, Constantine 
Manos, Christophar James and Jane 
Tuckennan July 21-27; Craig Stevens, 
Rodney Smith, Chris Callais, John l. 
Booth July 28-Aug 3. 236-8581 . 
Round Top Center for lbe Art. , 
Business Routel, DanniSOOIla. "Round 
Top Show: featuring works Anne 
Gresinger of Waldoboro, Brita Holmquist 
olCumberland, NinaJeromeofBangor, 
Marguerite Robichaux of Stratton, Ali09 
Spencer of Portland, Susan Webster of 
Deer Isle and Katarina Weslien of 
Portland. Exhibit continues through Aug 
12. 563-t507. 
Union of Maine VIsual ArtIsts Show 
Members' exhibition through July 28 at 
the Ogunquit Art Center, 9 Hoyts Lane 
(just ott Route 1), Ogunquit Exhibit 
includes painting , sculpture , 
photography and mixed-media. Hours: 
daily 10 am-5 pm. 646-5933. 
USM' Art Gallery, Gorham. "Modem 
Images: Early 20th Centut)' Prints lrom 
the Rothchild and Farnsworth 
Collections" through Aug 16. Exhibit of 
master works 01 printmaking from both 
sides 01 the Mantic, including prints by 
Picasso, Matisse, Henry Moore, Joan 
Miro and ·well-known American artists. 
Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5009. 
York Institute Museum, 371 Main 51., 
Saoo. 'Objectivity : Selections for the 
PermanentCoilection"throughmid-Sep; 
"Pants for Paintings" through mid.Qct. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8 pm . 
282-3031. 
OTHER 
Frank Stella: The Clrcufts Prfnts Gallery 
talksontheexhib~will be given July t9, 
26, Aug 2 at 5: 15 pm and July 25 and 
Aug 1 at 12:30 pm at the Portland 
Museum of Art, Congress Square, 
Portland. Gallery talks are free with 
museum admission. For more 
infonnation, caH 775-6148. 
SkOwhegan School of Painting and 
Sculpture Summer lecture Series 
Barbara Kruger speaks July 20, 8 pm in 
the Old Dominion Fresoo Barn at the 
Skowhegan School. Guest artist Gra09 
Hartigan speaks July 27. For more 
infonnation, call 474-9345. 
Pastel Workshop Four-day pastel 
workshop lor adults . Previous art 
exparien09 is notnecessary. Worllshop 
meets July 19-20, July 26-27, 9 am-12 
pm at the Cummings CommunityCentar, 
134 Congress st. , Portland. Fee is $15, 
supplies not included. For more 
infonnation, call 874-8793. 
Continued on page 20 
LUNCH 
AT THE 
Port Bake House! 
Extra-ordioary Sandwiches . __ 
This week try.-
Croque M'sieur 
warm ham and swiss on fresh 
French bread, wttb Soho soda or 
natural frutttutce & an 
il3\S oven-fresh cookie 
~j;\ $ 4.50 July 19-26 
We have PARKING at our 
NEW LOCATION! 
205 COMMERCIAL ST. • OlD PORT • 773-2217 
Also visit the Bake House at 263 St.John st. 0 773-5466 
~.~-->~ 
.;;>~~ 
'"''' A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Union Station Plaza 
Fabulous Food • 
THE MOON 
A N C E C L U 
Tuly 19, 1990 19 
8ARDING~ BOOK~, 
538 Congress Streef 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Prints 
Bought & Sold 
Highest Prices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Singl. It.m. or larg. collection. wanted 
BROWSERS 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.-Sat. 
Member 
Antiquarian IooIu.U.,. Aa.aocialion 01 A.rr.rico 
761"2150 646-a785 
538 Congress SI. Route 1, Well. 
~'~BOOKS 
146 Ocean St .• South Portland 
Tel. 799- SAVE 
Used & Out-of-Print Books 
We buy books, too_ 
ruE to FRI12:3O-5, SAT 11 :30-4 
By order of my landlord I 
must leave my South 
Portland booksbop. The shop 
will close in July or August. 
Ask About Clearance 
Specials. Thank you. 
-1·~GIV 
772~1l4 cafe no 






































Boating Shoes & Sandals 
MEN & LADIFS 
PORTLAND e 828-0804 . ............. .. 
.. 
20 CAsco Bay Weekly 
MADD APPLE CAPe 
'ed 'Trou' creo'e 
pane St. salad 
, .
6a
1r au Poivre 
~" ~""c S·(3-0· .. 
Reservations Requested 
23 Forest Avenue 
A holistic approach to 
therapeutic massage by a 
professional experienced in 
conventional medicine. 
Tel. 774 · 9698 
Portland 
Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT 
Therapeutic Massage 
207-846-3306 or 781-5540 
I' WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT - , 
I I : M Come to Freeport, and Visit... : 
I - - Desert of Maine I 
I' :r.taine's Famous Natural Phenomenon I 
I Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated Coach Tours. Na/1Jre Trails. Sand Artist I 
I 1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting· Gift Shop· Store I 
I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd • • Dept. V • Freeport 04032 I I Open May 10th - October 10th Tel, (207) 865-6962 I 
I I 





Near th e Maine Mall 
across from UPS • 775· 4312 
cfo&! «/0«1 ~ tKa£!e "" ;t(tUire 
BLACK TIE. 
will Cater 




Continued from p<I~ 19 
ART 
Andrew Wyeth: AmerIcan Friend and 
Painter Visi~ng a~st Hans Flugel 01 
Kiel, West Gennany speaks July 19, 
7:3/) pm at the Round Top Center for 
The Arts, Business Route 1, 
Dannisootta. Free. FormoreinionnaOOn, 
call 563·1507. 
Mask Making Create mask using mixed 
media while leaming about the history 
and reasons behind them July 21 , 10 
am-2 pm at The Center for Na~ve Art, 
Route 1, Woolwich. Fee is $25. 
Papennaking classes for all levels of 
ability July 22, 10 am·12 pm (for kids) 
and 1-4 pm. Fee is $12 for kids, $35 for 
adults. For more information, call 442-
8399. 
Summer Arts Fest Playground on 
Pleasant Street in Portland is the site of 
a one-day outdoor arts festival held in 
conjunc~on with the Portland School of 
Art's summer Pre· College program July 
25,2-8 pm. Murals, inflatable sculpture, 
picnic supper and live music. For more 
infonnation, call 775-3052. 
TheWomen Behind The Images July 25. 
See Calendar p. 15. 
Perspectives: Maljorle Moore Moore 
gives gallery talks on the exhibit of her 
work July 26, 5:15 pm and July 27, 
12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of 
Art, Congress Square. Portland. Talks 
are free with museum admission. For 
more infonnation, call 775-8148. 
Wall Palntlnga and Stencil. Jane 
Radcliffe looks at Maine painted wall 
decora~onsina lecture July 26, 7:30pm 
at Dyer Ubrary, 371 Main St., Saco. 
Free. 'Stencilling for Walls and Fabric,' 
workshop oltered July 31, 9 am·12 pm. 
Fee is $15 for members, $20 for non-
members. For more infonna~on, call 
Jade or TIna at 282-3031 or 283-3861 
BarrldofrGallerlesAuction of AmerIcan 
and European Art Sale includes 
selection 01 works from the Estate of 
Boston School Impressionist Charles 
Hopkinson.A~onisAug 1, 1 pm at the 
Holiday Inn By The Bay, 88 Spring St., 
Portland. Previews July 31 , 5 pm-8 pm, 
Aug 1, 9 am-12 noon. Catalogues are 
$25, postage, handling and price key 
included. Formora informaOOn, call 772-
501L 
Video Artist. The Danforth Street 
Gallery, a non-profit gallery, will be 
having a video art show Aug 11-31 . The 
show will represent a polpOUni of visions 
of art through video. Top three 
participants will receive an opportunity 
for apprenticeship with local film 
producers. Deadline for submitting 10-
minute video is July 28. Send video, $10 
entry fee for non·members, $5 for 
members, and SASE to Danforth Street 
Gallery, 34 Danforth St. , Portland, 
04101 . For more infonnation, call 775-
6245. 
Artist In Residence Program Deadline 
for applications to new grants for areas 
considered underserved by the Maine 
Arts Commission is Sap 28. InfonnaOOn, 
applicaOOns and guidelines are available 
by calling the Maine Arts Commission, 
289-2724. Applicants musttalk.toArtist 
in Residence Program Associates, 
Nancy Salmon or Sharon Townshend, 
before applying. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art is 
offering 10urs of its collections through 
Aug 17. The docent-guided tours are 
Tue and Thu at 2 pm, Wed and Fri at 
12:30 pm. Reservations are not 
necessary. Meet in the rotunda 01 the 
Walker Art Building. For more 
informaOOn, call 725-3275. 
SENSE 
Prose Relldlng Sabina Murray reads from 
her firstnollel 'Slow Bum' July 19, 7:30 
pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 
Congress St ., Portland. For more 
informa~on , call 761 -3930. 
Fine art of clay 
Ceramics seldom cross the line into art, Constructions in clay -
bowls, mugs and vases - are usually ronsidered craft. In its current 
show, #New Forms: Contemporary Ceramic Sculpture,# the 
Danforth Street Gallery shows that ceramic pieces can exist as 
works of art. 
Curated by DSG board member and graphic designer Diane 
Giardi, the show consists of 17 non-functional pieces by Maine and 
New Hampshire ceramic artists. 
Although I don' t usually like exhibits that show only one piece 
contributed by each artist, this show does display the different and 
diverse ways clay can perform. 
Dorothy Abrams, a ceramist from New Hampshire, created a 
piece which is representative of the people and mythology of 
Greece. Her art developed out of tragedy. While living in Greece, 
she and her husband survived an earthquake that killed 45 others 
in their building. After having been trapped under rubble for four 
hours, her work has been focused on women and particularly 
Greek women, their oppression, expression, creation and commu-
nication. 'The Harem Life of Tessa &: Asset" is two painted 
earthenware figures seated on a velvet<overed pedestal. With their 
hands covering their mouths, they appear to be "saying no evil." 
Scattered around them are separate clay pieces of jugs of wine, food 
and flowers. Abrams intends her work to be interactive. The pieces 
move around. "Tessa &: Asset" is accompanied by a narrative, 
explaining their mundane lives. All day long all they do is sleep 
and rearrange the furniture. 
Nancy Nevergole's "Narcissa" is more abstract. Out of an earth-
like, leafy base sprouts the attenuated, elongated figure of a woman 
ending just above the breasts. The green, yellow and blue glazed 
stoneware figure's exaggerated long legs and bulbous buttocks lead 
the eye up to the opening at the top of the piece. The sculpture 
forces the viewer to walk around it, look into it and inspect iI. 
Like Abram's piece, Paul Simon's "Boat Shape 4" tells a story. 
This heavy terra<otta work looks almost like it is constructed of 
cement. On a wooden, black table sits a ceramic boat filled with 
primitive ceramic heads - animal and human. Out of it extends the 
arm of a backhoe, the cradle of which sits on the floor, under the 
table. [t is filled with the same primitive heads. Symbols appear on 
the outside of the darkly colored piece. Simon claims to be inter-
ested in mass, size, surface and color, which are very apparent in 
his work. His imagery is taken from objects he sees in daily life: 
knives, boats, saws, snakes - all images he considers as metaphors 
for fear, frustration and anger. 
Other pieces in the show appear as more tradjtional ceramic 
vessels, but you wouldn't want to eat out of Lynn Duryea's 
"Greenfields II." The terra<otta and slip bowl is too beautiful. It is 
a wall piece, not a salad bowl. Abby Huntoon' s "Black Vase with 
Pedestal," standing four feet tall, has too much of sculptural 
presence to fill with flowers. The geometric piece is gorgeous. Two 
wavy, pyramid-like blocks stand, one on top of the other, as the 
base with a large, smooth cone opening wide at the top, The 
earthenware piece, glazed in a sensuous, flat black has posture. 
Of this small collection of work there are some wonderful, and 
some not-so-great examples of work in clay. The work is diverse, 
from hand-built pieces to wheel thrown, from literal to abstract. 
The show offers informative and interesting examples of work in 
one medium. The many different styles of artistic expression are 
strong here. The exhibit runs through July 28. 
How To Protect the Water Quality of 
Maine'. Lakes and Pond. Annual 
mee~ng of the Congress of Lake 
Associations is open to the public July 
21 , 9:30 am-4:15 pm . Workshops 
include water monitoring, lakeshore 
planting and erosion control, loons and 
their habita~ dam maintenance and 
insurance, how to influence local 
government and lakes in the winmr. 
Cost is $10 per person, which includes 
all workshops. lunch and refreshments. 
For more infonnation, call CLOA at 846-
4271 . 
Historical Overview of Human UNS of 
Casco Bay July 25. See Calendar p. 
15. 
Poetry Reading PoeVarnstJames Koller 
reads from his work July 24, 8 pm at 
Cafe No, 20 Danforth SI. , Portland. 
Admission is $3. For more information, 
call 772-8114. 
Novelist Kate Braestrup, author of 
"Onion,' gives a reacing July 27, 7:30 
pm at the Maine Wrimrs Center, 19 
Mason SI. , Brunswick. Reading is 
sponsored by the Maine Writers and 
Publishers Alliance with help from the 
Maine Arts Commission. Free and open 
to the public. For more information, call 
729-6333. 
Reaourc .. for the Developmentally 
Disabled helps people who are 
unemployed or underemployed find 
meaningful employment in the 
community through job development, . 
job matching and job training. Employers 
can learn how the Supported and 
Transitional Employment Program 
(STEP) can provide decicated parVfull-
time employees. Join other interested 
employers at a presentation by 
employment coordinator Bonney 
Steams July 25, Aug 1, 15, 22, 29 at4 
pm. at the ROD office, 17 Bishop st. , 
Portland. For more information, call 
Bonney at 797-7921 . 
Lesl~ Morison 
FIction Writing Eight-week workshop 
meets Sunday afternoons, 2-4 pm at 
Books, Etc., 38 Exchange St , Portland. 
Class begins July 22. The workshop is 
taught by Alfred DePew, winner of the 
1989 Maine Arts Commission Individual 
Artist Fellowship in Fiction. Cost is $75 
for members 01 the Maine Writers and 
Publishers Alliance, $90 for others. 
Preregistra~on is required. Send a $25 
deposit to: MWPA, 19 Mason SI. , 
Brunswick, 04011 . Formoreinfonnation, 
call 729-8333. 
DoIng Our Part: Casco Bay: During 
WW II The Spring Point Museum 
presents a period exhibit of the tools 
and memorabilia of the Second World 
War. See plans for harbor and coastal 
detellses, graphic displays of losses to 
WELL 
NESS 
Wild Herb Walk Identify medicinals and 
edibles and their utiliza~on July 20, 3-7 
pm at Crystal Spring Fenn, Biddeford. 
Cosl is $20. For more infonnation, call 
499-7040. 
11:--(f}.;~4  
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Relkf TherapIst Certification Reiki 
Master Mary Carol Weber- Kaiser 
presents a workshop for anyone 
interested in becoming a Reiki therapist 
July 21 -22 at the Cenmr for New Age 
Studies, Thompson 's Point, Portland. 
Reiki works holistically to bring about a 
feeling 01 peace and relaxation and bring 
the body into balance and hannony. For 
more information, call Mary Carol at 
244-7133. 
I 
The ReIgIonofthe Heartll Portland Sufi 
Orderoffarsa public class July 22, 6:30· 
8 pm at 232 St. John St., Por'IIand(uses 
back door of building). Free and open to 
the public. 
lyangar Yoga C ...... offered at the 
Portland Yoga Studio, 616 Congress 
St., Portland. Three separate seven-
week sessions begiooing July 17 on 
Tuesdays, 5:3(H pm, Wednesdays, 
10:30 am-12 pm, and Thursdays, 5:30-
7 pm. Cost is $49 prepaid, $52 at the 
door. For more informaOOn, can 797-
5684. 
PedIatric Emergencies Course Aug 8, 
15. 22 and Sap 5, 6-9 pm atthe Portland 
Chapler 01 the American Red Cross, 
524 Forest Ave., Portland. This course 
consistsofinlantandchild CPR, first aid 
lorchildren, illnenand special problems 
and child abuse. Costis$60. Toregismr, 
call 874-1192. 
Adult Health Screenings Community 
Health Sc:reenings isoffaring screenings 
for diabetes, anemia. colorectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and cholesterol 
level. Dates, times and places are as 
follows : July 25 , 9 am-2:30 pm , 
Westbrook Warren Congregational 
Church, 810 Main SI., Westbrook. For 




Incest SurvIvOrS Anonymous Portland 
groups are as follows: Monday, 6 :30-8 
pm, Mercy Hospital, 6th floor, Board 
Room (step meeting); Tuesday, 12-1 
pm, Unity Church basement, 16 
Columbia Rd (discussion meeting) ; 
Thursday, 7:30-9 pm Mercy Hospital, 
6th floor, Board Room (discussion 
meeting); Friday, 7·8:30 pm , Mercy 
Hospital , 6th floor, Board Room 
(women 's discussion) . For more 
infonna~on on a men's meetings, call 
Ivan at 772·9632. 
Eating Disorders: A FamIly AffaIr Free 
monthly support group of the New 
England Eating Disorders Program July 
24, 7:3IJ pm at Westbrook Community 
Hospital, 40 Park Rd. , Westbrook. Open 
to the public. For more information, call 
854-8464. 
Divorce Perspectives meets every 
Wednesday at 7:30 pm at Woodfords 
CongregaOOnai Church, 202 Woodfords 
St. , Por1land. Divorce Perspectives 
helps people who are in the process of 
divorce, considering a divorce or 
separation from a relationship cope with 
the transition. July 25 meeting is on 
'Getting Out of a Rul. " For more 
inionnation, call 774-HELP. 
H,O,P,E. Self-help support groups with 
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the 
emotional pain associated with serious 
diseases. Mee~n9s are at Unity Church, 
16 Columbia Rd., Portland, Tuesdays 
2-<4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10 
am-12 noon. There are also support 
groups for the family and friends of the 
ill which meet Thursdays, 7-9 pm. For 
more iniormaOOn, can 1-8()0.339-HOPE. 
CLOCK 
"§E:vg~ff{1 FOR 
~~Af.~t~tff.6 KI I S join perfonners and other participants in
a Sa/1Jrday evening bash on festival 
grounds. For more infonnation, call 
Wendy Stnngiellow at 772-9012. 
MaIne Audubon Society is looking for a 
volunteer program coordinator. Duties 
include following up calls from 
prospective volunteers, sending out 
infonnation and organizing in·house 
voiunteerposilion Hstings for prospective 
volunteers. Good organizational skills 
are a must and some word processing 
skills will be helpful. F.or more 
inionnation, call the Center for Voluntary 
Action at 874· 1015. 
Beach Olympics Benefit for the Maine 
Special Olympics is looking for 
volunteers \0 assists with planning and 
staffing the games to be held in Old 
Orchard Beach Aug 17-19. Volunteers 
are needed 10 work one or two hours a 
week before the event or two to four 
hours the weekend of the event For 
more information. call Claire Sullon at 
770-3745. 
Maybe Someday, a non-profit 
developing, innovative program for 
caring for people with multiple sclerosis, 
is looking for volunteers to share with 
clients of the program. A~sts, musicians 
andothers are invited to workon projects 
or partormances. For more informa~on, 
vis~ Maybe Someday Bookstore, 195 
Congress St, Por1iand or call 773-3275. 
Bread & Puppet Theater Paraders July 
28. See Calendar p. 15. 
USM'sOfllceofinternational Programs 
needs host !amities in the Portland area 
to house business administration 
students from the Caribbean and Cantral 
America for three-month periods. The 
studen ts are at USM under Peace 
Scholarship Program designed to 
establish tias and increase 
understanding between countries . 
~pends are available to host lamilies. 
For more information, call USM Office 
of International Programs at 874-8565. 
HOIII a Refugee 25 \0 30 refugees from 
Eastern Europe, Vietnam, Ethiopia and 
the Soviet Union arrive in Portland every 
month. Hosts are needed to provide up 
to two weeks temporary housing. If you 
can provide space for one or more 
people, call the Refugee Resettlement 
Program at 871 -7437. 
Community Employment Project is 
looking for carpenter to assist in the 
renovaOOn of a 1 OO-year-old church to 
be used as a day care center. Volunteer 
will train and supervise a group of 16-20 
year olds in a Vocational Training 
Program. For more infonnaOOn, call the 
Centerfor Voluntary Action at874-1 015. 
Magic Ralph Greenwood performs a 
magicshowforkidsJuly19, 12:30pmat 
the Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park, 
Portland. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, cal 874-8793. 
Sun Designs Workshop for kids ages 3-
5 offered July 19, 24-26, 10:30 am and 
1 pm, at the Children's Resource Center. 
Thompson 's Point , Building 1A, 
Portland. Cost is $1 per child. 
Raservations are necessary. For more 
inionnation, call 773-3045. 
BlrdFlHIderWorkshop Riverton Branch 
Ubrary cosponsors a workshop with 
Maine Audubon Society on July 20, 2-3 
pm. Free event forchiidren K-8th grade. 
Children will be taught to make bird 
feeders from basic materials. Umited 
registration. For more information call 
797-2915 
Leona perionns children's music July 23, 
12·1 :30 pm, Tommy's Park, Portland. 
Part of Intown Portland Exchange's 
Noon~me PerIonnanceSeries. Free and 
open \0 the public. For more informaOOn, 
call 772-0828. 
DIsn., MovI .. South Portland Public 
Ubrary offers movies on Mondays at 
1:30 and 6 pm: "The Ut1Ie Mermaid' July 
23; ' Mary Poppins· July 30. 50 cent 
donation. South Portland Public Ubrary 
is located at 482 Broadway, South 
Portland. Formora informaOOn, call 799-
2204. 
The Children's Resource Center 
Sum,,*, Workshops for child-en ages 
6-12: ' Wild & Crazy Shades' July 24; 
'TIe Dye,' bring a plain white t·shirt July 
25; "GreateA CityScape' July 31-Aug 1 
All workshops are 2-3:30 pm at The 
Children'S Resource Center, 
Thompson 's Point, Building 1A, 
Portland. Cost is $3. For reservations, 
call 773·3045. 
Schoolhouse ArlsCenteroffers two one-
act plays for kids: "The Other Person's 
Shoes,' a musical about rival girts 
basketball teams and 'Sneakers," a play 
about a boy's magic sneakers . 
Performances are Tuesday and 
Wednesday at 7:30 pm through Aug 8. 
TIckets are $4. For more information, 
call 642-3743. 
MartIal Arts Demonstration presented 
by the Fred Villari SlUcio July 25, 10:3/) 
am in the Children 'S Room of the 
Portland Public Ubrary, Five Monument 
Square, Portland. Free and open to the 
public. For more infonna~on, call 871 -
1707. 
Continued on p<I~ 22 
\ , , 
box players 
Five virtuoso squndee: w()l\d 
trom arou e. 
Morc Savoy CO\un 
J mes Keane \risn 
, a J e0E!1, Jr, i ex Mex 
~ntI?g~~eau franco/swing 
DickiW sf. Moros Russian a d Augu~3&.4,8fJOPM 
friday &. SaM cry, 
July 19, 1990 21 
Hard-c:ore country 
meets bIg-band jazz. 
Sunday, August 19, 8:00 PM 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
Tickets: $15 
, , , , , 
Tickets Bi to all 
C9Sounds oncerts· 
call 77. . 
Also aVi ~046b S. 
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I • CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS I 
I INSTALLED I 
I for as low as $995 with cash discount. I 
I Includes: 2 extension wands , Rug T ool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting I 
I T ool, Upho lstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Sto rage "H an g Bag". I 
I I 
I • IN .. THE .. COUNTER I 
I FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED I 
I I I as low as $945 with cash discount. I 
I Processor includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper, I 
I Steel C utting & M ixing Blade, Slicer Disk , Shredde isk , I 
I French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Po wer Uni t. I 
I Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit I 
I Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher. I 
I I 
I e 2.00 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL I 
I as low as $785 with cash discount. I 
I I 
I e 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL I 
I as low as $490 with cash discount. I 
I I 
I *No Interest Payment Plans Available* I 
I I 
I Additional 10% discount with this coupon. I 
I I 
: CYR INDUSTRIES INCe : 
I S92. .. 0119 or 1 .. soo .. 2.s;I .. WIRE I 
I p.o. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062 : 
I 
-------------------------~ 
Want a unique taste experi-
ence? TryBudDry! Here'san 
amazing football oddity .. . The 
school that's won 
the most games in 
college football 
history has, oddly 
enough, NEVER 
played in a post-
season Dowl 
game... That 
school is Yale , 
which holds the 
NCAA record for 
winning more 
football games over 
the years than any 
other college - but Yale has 
never played in a post-season 
bowl game in any year. Bud 
Dry, the newest member of 
the Budweiser family of 
beers, has a smooth draft 
taste and is dry brewed for 
no aftertaste. Here's a sur-
prising basketball fact ... No 
player with the Boston Celtics 
A 
SUGGFSIlON! 
has EVER led the National 
Basketball Associat ion in 
scoring at the end of ANY 
season ... That 's 
amazing when you 
consider the Celtics 
have been in theNBA 
for over 40 years and 
have had many great 
teams and players 
over the years. Try 
Bud Dry! Call for 
Bud Dry! You will 
agree-Bud Dry has 
a unique taste, you 
will love it! The 
shortest fight in box-
ing history happened on Nov. 
4, 1974 when Mike Collins 
floored his opponent with the 
frrst punch of their Golden 
Gloves bout in Minneapolis -
and the referee stopped the 
fisdlt after only 4 seconds had 
efapsed! Beer-A good part 
of the good Ufel 
IPE's Noontime 
Performance Series 
Continued from page 21 
FOR 
KIDS 
OrIgami WOJ1Ishop for children in grades 
K-a July 27, 1-2 pm at !he Riverton 
Branch Library, 1600 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Art therapist Elizabe!h Conley 
leads children in !heartolfolding brighdy 
colored paper into animal and flower 
forms. Sign-up is required. Library hours 
are Wad, 9 am-a pm, Thu 12-8 pm, Fri 
9 am-5 pm. For more information, call 
797-2915. 
Vldbel'. OId ... Tyme Family BIg Top 
Circus Asian elephants, husky dogs, 
baboon, clown, trapeze and o!her acts 
under !he Big Top July 28, 1 and 3:30 
pm at the Seashore Trolley Museum, 
Kennebunkport. Tickets are $5 in 
advance (available at the Trolley 
Museum and Kennebunkport Chamber 
of Commerce), $71$6 !he day of the 
show. For more information, call 967-
2712. 
ChHdren'. Blka Decorating Contest 
Children ages 6 and up are invited to 
take part in the annual Press Herald 
Parade. Judging for cash prizes and 
ribbonswilltakeplaceat9:15am. Prizes 
wjl be awarded for !he most creative 
and colorful bikes. Age categories are 
6-8, g..11, 12 and up. Helmets are 
recommended 10 encourage safety . All 
children must 199ister before July 28. 
For more information, call Debbie 
Marshall at 797-9137 or Heidi Hilton at 
797~. 
Mumlllichogs and Marsh Muck Explore 
!he plants and animals of the marsh 
using all five senses in discovery-
oriented, run-filled ac1ivities Tue and 
Fri, 9:30-11 am. Cost is $2 for Maine 
Audubon Society members, $3101 non-
members. Maine Audubon Society's 
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center is 
located on Route 9 in Scarborough. For 
more inlormation on any of the above, 
call 883-5100. 
Old ShIps 01 1he High Seas Flag contest 
lor children up to 12 years old. The 
contesrs 10 winners will be honored at 
a celebration at the PortiandObservatory 
where the winning entries will be 
displayed for one week. The Portland 
Observatory used a system of Hags, to 
notily dock workers and families of a 
ship'S arrival. Flags may be entered in 
!he contest through Aug 15 at Summit 
Communications, 710 Forest Ave ., 
Portland. Flags should be made of a 
sturdy material and have children's 
names, addresses and phone numbers 
pinned 10 the back. Flags must measure 
two by !hree feel. For more information, 
call Cindy Francis at m-5811. 
Return of1he Giant. All-new dinosaur 
show feature ten moving Dinamation 
creations set in _their natural habitet 
through Sep 3. Presented by the 
Child-en's Museum of Maine, the exhibit 
can be seen at the former Lee Dodge 
sales location, 191 Riverside Sl.,justoff 
Exit 8 , Portland. Hours are Sun-Thu 10 
am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm. Admission is 
$3.50 per person; children under 2 are 
admittad free. Admission is $2.50 for 
members of The Children's Museum. 
For more information, call 797-KITE. 
Stories lor Kids Portland Public Library 
(871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30 
am; Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915): 
Fri, 10:30 am; Prince Memorial Ubrary, 
Cumber1and (829-2215) : Wed, 10:30 
am (2-3 yearolds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 
yearolds). 
Ficke tor KIda Portland Public Library 
(871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am; Riverton 
Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm. 
OUTSIDE 
BIke Tour otthe WollelMck PenlMUla 
Freeport historical society and Wolfe 
Neck Woods State Park are offering a 
tour of !he historic peninsula July 21, 
beginning at 10 am at the parking lot at 
WoH Neck Woods Stete Park, Freeport. 
Reservations are necessary. Cost is $2. 
For more information, call 865-3170. 
Not just politicians and potatoes 
The rest of the country has the misconception that Maine 
produces only presidential candidates, Senate Majority Leaders, 
great hockey teams, lobsters and potatoes. It may come to quite a 
surprise that the Pine Tree State also has 15 professional baseball 
players currently affiliated with big league teams. Alphabetically, 
here's the local scorecard : Tom Aldrich, Bowdoin (Detroit Tigers); 
Mike Bordick, UMaine (Oakland Athletes); Greg Conley, Portland 
(San Diego Padres); Greg Copetta, USM (Detroit Tigers); Tim 
Curley, USM (Pittsburgh Pirates); Vinnie Degifico, USM (Boston 
Red Sox); Jim Dillon, UMaine (Oakland Athletes); Jake Fowler, 
USM (Boston Red Sox); Andy Hartung, UMaine (Chicago Cubs); 
Joe Johnson, UMaine (Boston Red Sox); Steve Loubier, UMaine 
(California Angels); Dale Plummer, UMaine (New York Mets); Jeff 
Plympton, UMaine (Boston Red Sox); Colin Ryan, UMaine (Kansas 
City Royals); and Billy Swift of South Portland who, in his last start 
for the Seattle Mariners, shut down the Cleveland Indians with an 
impressive 7-1 game. 
Lake Day Department of Conservation is 
sponsoring a free day at lakeside parks 
July 21 . lakes include Aroostook, 
Damariscotta lake, lake SI. , George, 
lily Bay, Mount Blue, Peacock Beach, 
Peaks - Kenny, Rangeley lake, Range 
Ponds, Sebago lake and Swan Lake. 
Loon Count Maine Audubon Society is 
holding its annual loon count of adults 
and adu~s wi!h chicks throughout the 
state July 21 , 7-9 l1l1'I . People interested 
in counting should contact Maine 
Audubon at 781-2330. 
Rosa Garden Volkssport Association 
Local branch of international 
organization dedicated to non-
competitive walking, cycling, skiing and 
swims.The goal of !he AVA is to promote 
physical fitness and good hea~h by 
encouraging all people, regardless of 
age, race, color, creed or economic 
status, to exercise in a stress-free 
environment Upcoming walks include: 
Moonrise Walk, July 21 , 4:30-5:30 pm, 
starting at Arby's on Forest Ave. , 
Portland; Moonset Walk, July 22, 7-9 
am , starting at Holiday Inn West, 
Portland; Christmas in July, July 25, 5-
6 pm, starting at Arby's Forest Ave., 
Portland; The 19th Hole, July 29, 8-9 
am, starting at Burger King, Gomam. 
Annual dues are $5 . For more 
information, call Peter Borghini at 839-
3958 or John Robinson at 772-4461 . 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club 
Upcoming trips: help maintain thenewty 
adapted Black Angel Trail July 21 -22 
(829-41 24);class inwildemessmedicine 
July 24, 7 pm althe Dana Center, Maine 
Medical Center, Portland; sea kayaking 
to Jewell Island in Casco Bay July 28-29 
(761-2435 or 828-1629) ; Summerfest 
gathering in Cumberland Aug 4 (829-
4124) ; day hike on Pleasant Mountain 
Aug 5 (774-3032); day hike on Utile 
Sugarloaf, Bristol, N.H. Aug 12 (797-
8214); wildemess canoe trip on Lake 
Umbagog Aug 18-19 (846-3036); 
overnight trip to Moxie Bald Mt in 
Kennebec River region Aug 17-19 (772-
2311). 
Maine Women Outdoors Challenging 
day hiketo Bald Face Mountain, Grafton 
Notch, near FryeOOrg on July 22. Moot 
at8 am at the Shop N Save, ForestAve., 
Portland. Bring lunch. Membership to 
Maine Women Outdoors is $12 per year 
and includes a mon!hly newsletter of 
events. For more information, caM Cindi 
at 775-1099 or Leann at 547-3919. 
Blk~lnF~andYanmo~Ca~ 
Bay Bicycle Club is hosting a regular 
Wednesday evening ride on the back 
roads of Freeport and Yarmouth at 6 
pm. For location of rides, can Charlie at 
865-3636 or Ketra at 829-4402. 
Fanning and the Environment July 28. 
See Calendar p. 15. 
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center 
Summer programs: Canoe Tours daily 
1-11 :30 am, Tue and Thu 6-7 :30 pm 
($61$5 lor members, $71$6 lor non-
member); Sa~ Marsh Adventure, walk 
explores unique ecology of !he salt 
marsh, Mon9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30 pm 
($2 for members, $3 for non-members); 
Dawn Birding, look and listen for egrits, 
glossy ibis, herons, ducks, willets and 
swallows, Wed 7-8:30 am ($2 for 
members, $3 lor non-members). Maine 
Audubon Society'S Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in 
Scarborough. For more information on 
any of the above programs, cal 883-
5100. 
CncoBayBicycleClubUpc:omingrides: 
SizzHng Tuesdays in North Windham, 
30 miles, Tuesdays, 5:30 pm, meet at 
Sizzler Steak House, North Winc:llam 
(Gary Davis , 892-8257); Biddeford 
Beaches, 30 mies, July 28, 9 am, meet 
at UNE Heal!h Center, Biddeford (Brian 
Doyle, 934-7353). 
Gat Your Paddle Wet Bring your kayak 
forewning padcles Thursday evenings 
at 6 pm !hrough labor Day at East End 
Beach in Portland. Formore information, 
call Jeff We~tt at m -5357. 
PIzza Ride 1 G-20 mile ride along the ocean 
and marshes of Cape Elizabeth and 
Scarborough wi!h the Casco Bay Bicycle 
Club Thursdays at6 pm at Pars Pizza, 
Mike Quinn 
Route One, near Oak Hill in 
Scarborough. Formore information, call 
799-1085. 
outdoor Trfp Hotline latest bicycling , 
hiking, camping, canoeing and other 
trips sponsored by the Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club and !he Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club. Can 774-1118. 
Wolle NeckWoodsstate Park Summer 
Natura Program Nature programs are 
olfered daily !hrough Aug 16 and on 
weekends !hrough Labor Day. All tours 
begin at 2 pm by !he big sign in the 
second parl\ing lot Wolfe Neck Woods 
State Park is located in Freeport. For 
more information on program schedile , 
call 865-4465. 
Ma Ina Audubon Society Field Trfps 
Whale watches at Jeffrey's Ledge are 
scheduled for July 21 , Aug 25 and Sap 
22, 9:30 am-4 pm; and Puffin watching 
trips are scheduled for July 14 from 
Boothbay Harbor. Reservations are 
required for these trips. For more 
information, call !he field trip office at 
781 -2330 or write Maine Audubon 
Society, 118 U.S. Rte 1, Falmou!h, ME 
04105. 
Appalachian Mountain Club Upcoming 
trips and workshops at !he AMC's 
Pinkham Notch Camp in New 
Hampshire: ·Bushwhacking Map and 
Compass· July 21 -22; ' Forest Ecology 
Field Seminar" July 22-27; ·Dry River 
Backpack Trip - Naturalist Adventure· 
July 23-26; "Human Ecology 01 the Maine 
Coast,' island hopping canoe trip of 
Penobscot Bay, July 26-29; ·Beginner 
Backpacking and Camping' July 27-29. 
For more information on trips and 
workshops, call 603-466-2727. 
SPORT 
Hancock Lumber Summer Women'. 
Basketball League All games 
Tuesdays at lincoln Junior High School 
and Thursday at Deering High School in 
Portland. July 19: 5:30 pm, William 
Goodman & Sons v. Shaw's; 6:30 pm, 
Sports Attraction v. Maine Insurance 
Company; 7:30 pm Stetson Club v. 
Shamrock A.C.; Haley's Goodyear Tire 
v. Blais & Sons. Juiy 24:5:30pm, Haley's 
Goodyear Tire v. Shaw's; 6:30 pm, 
Sports Attraction v. Shamrock A. C. ; 7:30 
pm, Stetson Club v. Maine Insurance 
Co.; 8 :30 pm WiUiam Goodman & Sons 
v. Blais & Sons. July 26:5:30pm, William 
Goodman & Sons v. Haley's Goodyear 
Tire; 6 :30 pm , Sports Attraction v. 
Stetson Club; 7:30pm, Maine Insurance 
Co. v. Shamrock A.C.; 8 :30 pm, Shaw's 
v. Blais & Sons. 
Mega ElaHball Card Show Former Red 
Sox Jim Rice and George Scott win be 
signing autographs at the Basebal Card 
Show July 21 , 10 am -7 pm at the 
Portland Expo, Park Ave., Portland. 
More than 150 dealer tables from all 
owr New England and Canada. Bo!h 
players will be giving autographs 11 
am-2 pm. (Rice's autograph win cost 
you $9.) Admission is $2.75. 
OreatRoyaURlverCanoe Raca Six-mile 
nat water race h&ld in conjunction wi!h 
!he Yarmouth CIIII1'I Festival July 21 , 11 
am, beginning at Yarmouth Town 
landing on !he Royall River. Nine racing 
classes for open canoes, three for 
kayaks and four recreational cfasses. 
Registration will be h&ldfrom 9:30-10:45 
am. Registration is $9 per paddle in 
advance, $10on !he day of the race. For 
more information, call Saco River 
Outfitters at 77~91 O. 
Tennis Tournament for kids ages 8-16 
on Aug 2, starting at8 am at the Sou!h 
Portland High School tennis courts. 
T oumament is open to boys and girts 
who have never won a N EL TA 
Toumament Cost is $3. To pnHegister, 
call 799-7996. 
Bowdoin and Back 1 G-M~e Run to the 
Coast Annual road race begins and 
ends Aug 19 at Bowdoin College in 
Brunswick. Part of the $8 199istration 
fee will be donated to the Independence 
Association for Retarded Citizens. 
Awards will be given in 11 categories, 
including mixed generation. Entry forms 
can be obtained Irom Sports East in the 
Topsham Fair Mall, 729-1800. 
Certlllcate In FHnea Instruction USM 
lifeline is offering a course on anatomy 
and physiology, sports exercise and 
exercise physiology to people interested 
in jobs in the fitness field. For more 
inlormation, call 780-4170. 
Road Race Long Beach Community 
Association 5-K Road Race July 21 , 9 
am, beginning at Sebago Lake 
Elementary School, AIs . 11 and 114, 
East Sebago. Runners and walkers 
welcome. Contact: Don Cross, lBCA 5-
K Road Race, P.O. Box 1000, E. 
Sebago, ME 04029 or call 787-3619. 
Sports quotes 
of the week 
r Honesty is the best 
policy, but only when 
combined with good timing. 
Paul Azinger, a regular on 
the Professional Golfers' 
Association Tour, before 
teeing off with George 
Thelsmann, former Wash-
ington Redskins quarter-
back and current ESPN pro 
football commentator, in the 
Canon Greater Hartford 
Open: ','m sure he's a nice 
guy. I guess I'll wait a few 
holes to tell him I grew up 
as a Cowboys fan and I've 
always hated his guts and 
his despicable Redskins." 
r Qose but no cigar ... 
Maybe somethi"S can be 
workoed out with smoke and 
mirrors. After the Reds' 
Paul O'Neil was credited 
with a 403-foot homer June 
22 at Riverfront Stadium in 
the IBM 'Tale of the Tape" 
measurement, Cincinnati 
teleVioion announcer Johnny 
Bench quipped, '~at's 
amazing since the fence i s 
404 feet from home plate." 
r "Saturday Night Live" 
has seen its glory days pass 
on by. Fortunately, Bill 
Murray is still around and 
funnier than ever. Here's 
how Murray, a Chicago 
Cubs fan, mockingly 
introduced a famous 
National Leaguer prior to 
the All Star game: "From 
the hated New York Mets, 
He's hit 21 homers, all last 
week. He's back, he' s 
straight, he's clean, he's 
sober. He's Daryl "Wild" 
Strawberry." 
Mi~Quinn 
Cnco Bay Sportllsh~ Classic Non-
profit sportfishing toumament benejits 
the Atlantic Sportfishing Association and 
Maine Marine conservation efforts Aug 
4-5 at Spring Point Marina in South 
Portland. For nlOI9 information or entry 
forms, contact Cal Robinson at Saco 
Bay Tackle Company at 284-4453 or 
Paul Jensen at Port Harbor Marine at 
767-3254. 
MS Great Bike Escape 6th Annual 
fundraiser for the national Multiple 
Sclerosis Society Aug 25-26. For more 
infonnation, call 761-5815. 
ETC 
Ceiebnlte the Nlcenlguan R..,oIutIon 
PAUSICA's annual dance and 
lundraiser is being held July 19, 7 pm at 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. Pape 
Loves Mambo provides the musical 
entertainment A silent auction raises 
lunds for local activism and Nicaraguan 
day care. For nlOI9 information, call 
773-7873. 
Walking Tour of MunJoy Hili See 
Calendar p. 14. 
Great Mid-Summer Clambake to 
benefit the Hospice of Maine Aug 3, 
5:~:3OpmatRamlsiandFarm,Cape 
Elizabeth. Cost is $23 per person. 
Reservations must be made by July 27. 
For more information, call 774-4417. 
Yanmouth Clam Festival Three-day 
festival of clams. rides, entertainment, 
competition July 20-22 on Memorial 
Green in downtown Yannou!h . Festival 
hours are Fri-Sat 12-11 pm, Sun 1 2-6 
pm. Entertainment highlights include 
Heart of Gold VaudeviUe July 20 at8:15 
pm, Royal River Philharmonic Jazz band 
July 21 at 11 :30 am, Downeaster 
Barbershop Chorus and Quartets July 
21 at 7:30 pm, Wicked Good Band July 
22 at 12 pm, and the Community 
Orchestra of !he Portland Symphony 
Orchestra July 22, 4 pm. Parade starts 
off !he festivities July 20 at 6 pm. 
Fireworks July 21 at 9:15 pm. 
Computa,.. Professionals for Social 
Responsibility CPSRlMaine is hosting 
their annual picnic July 21, 11 am. 
Perspective members are welcome to 
attend. CPSR is a national organization 
of computer professionals and o!her 
who share concerns about !he socially 
responsible use 01 computers . For more 
inlormation, call Ricardo Cabezas at 
761-2017 or Belty Van Wyck at 766-
2959. 
Historic Bath Tour Bath's downtown 
historic districts, the Bath Maritime 
Museum and attend a lecture on the 
museum's special collections July 22, 
10 am-3 pm. Meet at !he Winter Street 
Church, Washington Street, Ba!h. The 
Greater Portland landmarks Tour is 
$15formembers, $20fornon-members. 
For more information on landmarks 
Summer Tour Program, call 774-5561 . 
GreaIAlr Portland Chapter 01 National 
Organization 01 Women is holding a 
poduck picnic July 24, 6 pm at Crescent 
Beach, Cape Elizabeth. Bring ideas, 
favorite dish, family and friends. 
Enrfched Golden Age Club invited 
people 0_60 to Wednesday luncheons 
and programs. The schedule of 
programs is as follows : July 25, guest 
meteorologist;Aug 15, Beau and Dave; 
Aug 22, 'Price is Righr by Golden Age 
Players; Aug 29, Ca~ Bay facts by 
Arthur Forestall. Cost is $1.50. 
Luncheons are held at297Cumberland 
Ave. , Portland. For reservations, call 
774-6974. 
PubicAuctlonand Sale AuctioneerTom 
Saturley auctions off a trip to Disney 
World , cruises, paintings, food, gift 
certificates, crafts, services, color TV 
and o!her merchandise to benefit the 
Brunswick Area Chamber of Commerce 
July 28, 2-4 pm on the Mall , Maine 
Street, Brunswick. Preview, silent 
auction andconcert by the aa!h Concert 
Band Irom noon-2 pm. 
Woman'. Contra Danca Uve music and 
instruction by The North Star Sisters 
JulY-25;-1l-poJ-12 midnight at the State 
Street Church, 159 Slate S t., Portland. 
Tickets are $5 in advance, $4 at the 
door. Tickets are available by mail : 
Women's Music Co-op, P.O. Box 17, 
West Buxton, Maine, 04093 (include 
S.A.S.E.). 
The Maine Paper Americana Show 
Collectors exhibit rare prints and 
photographs , advertising items, 
postcards, rare and out-of-print books, 
periodicals , movie and theater 
memorabilia , historical maps , 
broadsides, posters and more July 28, 
10am-5pm,andJuly29, 11 am-4pmat 
the Portland Expo, 239 Park Ave. , 
Portland. Admission is $3.50. For more 
inlormation, call 518-861-5062. 
River Raft Race Come as a favorite 
celebrity to !he annual fundraising event 
h&ld on !he Ogunquit River. The race 
beginsathightideAug5, approximately 
12 pm atthe footbridge in Moody Beach. 
One-mile race ends at the Blue Water 
Inn in Ogunquit. It lakes aboutfivepeople 
10 navigate a raft, two or three people to 
padcle Q( swim, and a few more to play 
movie stars. Proceeds from entry fees 
and t-shirt sales benefit the March of 
Dimes. Entry fee is $25 perftoat. People 
or groups interested in participating 
should contact the Blue Water Inn in 
Ogunquit at 646-8404 or the March of 
Dimes at 871.()66(). 
Senior Citizen. Trfps Sou!h Portland 
Recreation is sponsoring the following 
trips for seniorcitizens: Anheuser Busch! 
Shaker Village Aug 23, 7 :30 am-7:30 
pm; foliage trip to lake Winnipesauke 
Sep27, 8 am-5pm; and SpiritofBoston, 
cruise of Boston Harbor and shopping 
trip Oct 25, 9 am-7 pm. For more 
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Joe Louis Walker 
Smokey Robinson 
Wilson Pickett 
N ""ilIe Bros. 
Count Basie 







Ben E . King 
Duke Ellington 
James Brown 
SOUND GOOD TO YOU? 
Mainc's Premier 8 -piece dance band 
Featuring over 40 years of great American Dance Music 
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• Best Same-day Newscast 
• Best Election Coverage 
• Best Sports Special 
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July 19, 1990 
Which restaurant 
in the Old Port 
will serve you a 
first-rate dinner 
in the peaceful 
seclusion of a 
garden patio? 
N on e of th em . 
23 
Come to our neighborhood. 
Also serving Breakfas[, 
lunch and Sunday Brunch. 





New Trends in Elderly Needs 
(1/2 hr.) 
People Helping People: 





Mussels & Sirloin Neapolitan (1 hr.) 
A Year 01 Art: 
Selections from the 
Permanenl Collection & 
Selected Loans (112 hr.) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Opm, 
and are repeated Sat - Mon. 
1-4 & 7 -1Opm and Tues., Wed. , 
& Thurs. gam-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & 
borough. Channel varies in Gorham. 
'207 879- L ~"-'I 
Fax. '207 879-
Grab a Gourmet 
Picnic 

































lost & found 
musical instruments 
notices 








real estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent 
deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775-6601 
p~rson 0 person 
ADVENTUROUS ITALIAN 
SWM. Never !hought rd be doing 
this but rm wary of looking in all the 
wrong places. rm hoping just one 
exceptionally: attractive, 
personable, inl8Jiigent, woman who 
never lhought she'd be doing this 
either will answer. rm attraclive, 
dark, a feisty 38, worldly, a 
gentleman, sensitive and romanlic 
yet always ready to perty, equally 
comfortable in fOrmal wear at Ihe 
finest restaurants or in a jean 
jacket at a beach bar. love on Ihe 
beach near Pine Point and own a 
successful business. I'm very 
seleclive but eager to share my 
Camelol with M exceptional woman. 
Pholo please. CBW Box 98S TPl 
22218 
I ADMIT IT. I need help I Single 
30's Mom-doing the impossible, for 
100 long. Raising kids, working 
hard, striving" maintain my wits. 
rd weloome a bit of tender loving 
care· and commitment. I can' oHer 
you a totally smooth ride; but ij you 
tum out 10 be my Prince Charmln~, 
I R!2n:tia to ~ to be your magIC 
Genie. CBW Box 989 
NATURAllY! SWM artist 
seeking women friends (all colors) 
to do hiking, camping, biking, 
canoeing, running, swimming, 
drawing, yoga, sunbething, saunas 
with. Prefer vegetarian artists, 
d8llC9rs, models, CBW Box 981 
DWF, MOM: Petite, cute, shy, 
homebody, looking for nice guy in 
3(1s·you're stable, honest wllh 
somewhat old Fashioned vakJes, Do 
you like kids, moVies, walkin~ 
reading, t.v.? Photo and Phone . 
CBW Box 985 
MWM, 47, 5'11",170 Ibs, Mate 
cold and unresponsive, seeking SIM 
WF over 30 with girlfriend for fun 
and friendship and fantasy. Must 
be healthy and discrete. Will 
answer aI. Pho" would be nice. PO 
Box 1109, Westbrook, ME 04092 
SWF 31,5'7",135 lBS. Blond 
hair, blue eyes. Brighl, well· 
educated, professional. New 10 
area Enjoy dinner al the Ritz, 
romantic dancing, conversation. 
Also biking, skiing, music, 
gardening, animals. Would like to 
meet affeclionate, sensitive, 
communicative, 30-40 SID WM 
who's ready to consider Iong·lerrn 
relationship. Phone/photo 
apprecialed. CBW Box 987 TPl 
22217 
SWF 29, TALL, attractive, 
professional who enjoys lile 10 the 
fullesl. I love to ski, camr' and 
dance. rm lookin9 for a tal SWM 
27-33 who has Similar interest. K 
you're interes~ let's have some fun. 
CBW Box 991 TPl 22219 
BE 10 AGAIN· with the added 
resources of being able to drive 
and having your own money. SWF 
Artist 28 seeks M 26-31 10 play 
and enjoy Ihe world. Some 
soggestions are: hiking, can09lng, 
bicycling, movies, conlemporaIY 
art. You could be communicative, 
open-minded, and interested in 
many things. Let's get together 
and play. CBW Box 992 
YOUNG MARRIED couple looking 
for bi sexual, single lemale between 
the ages of 19 and 39, for 
friencfship and intimate 
relalionship. All races weicome, 
Must be slim, clean, drug and 
alcohol free, Please send photo and 
phone number. CBW Box 993 TPl 
22220 
SWM, 3D, FIT, lawyer but my 
friends 11111 me rm a nICe guy; into 
mountain biking, skiing, the beach, 
good beer. Recent Maine 
Ir~nsplant. like 10 meel lady with 
Similar Interesls. Photo 
appreciated. CBW Box 994 TPl 
22221 
EBONY WOMAN, single peren!, 
would like to meet nice guy. 
Personality more imporlant Ihan 
your race. Please send letter and 
photo to PO Box 2371 So. 
Portland, ME 04106 
SF, FUN, FIT, PRETTY, and nice, 
seeks SM, 25-35, heallhy, hapl1!', 
but slightly bored, for places to go, 
Ihings 10 do in Greater Portland, 
Let's gal Write CBW Box 995 TPl 
22222 
DWM 32 LIKES dancing, music, 
picnics outdoors, motorcycles, 
children, health, honesty, romance, 
seriousness, spontaneousness, 
looking for attractive, funloving 
Female 20·31, who's sincere, 
caring, wanting a relationship with 
a down to earth man with honest 
feelings and respect for olhers. 
CBW Box 997 TPl 22224 
FUN lOVING SINGLE Black Male 
looking for an easy going Single 
While Female for exciternenl and 
romance. CBW Box 301. 
PERSONAL 
OFTHE WEEK 
Winner receives two free movie tickets 
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema 
REMEMBER THE INSPECTORS? I do, 
Especially the walk home. I'm sorry we 
didn't get to talk longer. I would have 
been uncharacteristically bold and asked 
you out for coffee and bought your dog 
(the Newfoundland?!) a burger. The offer 
is still open, The menu is flexible. 
CBW Box 998 TPL 22226 
HEY, WANNA CUT loose for an 
hour or two? I am a wMe male 
Ioolting for a female Wl a si~ation 
similar to mile, I am happily married 
but simply have an appetilll for lust 
and excilernent greater than my 
partner's. I am near thirty, 
aHraclive and respectful. I have in 
mind a discrete but exciting 
rendezvous or tow. Nothing 
serious· totally playful. ff you are 
uninhibeted, trim, genuine, good 
looking, and searching for a little 
spice, why nol drop me a line? We 
could get aoquainted by phone 
first· rll only call when you say, PO 
Box 15154, ~nd, ME 04101 
SWM, 3D PHYSICALLY and 
spirilually attractive. Armed and 
dangerous with golf clubs and 
lennlS racket, bicycle for clean get 
aways. Enjoys music, theatre, 
movl8S, dining, good conversation, 
country living and lazy days. Would 
enjoy meeting a woman 27-40 of 
like tyP.4l for companionship and 
possibilities. Photo appreciated, 
CBW Box 999 
JIMMY C,' hope rm not intruding 
or disrupting harmony. Do you ever 
fly solo? rm in like, been dribbling 
and drooling since last weekend, 
Seeing you out of three, caught two 
has swept me off my feel and 
brought me ~ my knees. Does this 
mean you~e out and aboul more, 
these days, 011 please, amuse me-
don' abuse me, This weekend MI 
bring Ihe bell· you bring your 
basket, and we'll slam dunk 
together. There's more" the Cape 
than lobsters. 55 CBW Box 951 
SWF SEARCHING FOR my black 
·soul mate· ( born between Dec, 
21st and Jan. 19th). I'm an 
intel~gen~ slim, attracllVe 32 year 
old together red head w~h high 
morals, who wants a deoent, caring, 
fun loving, success·oriented ·real 
man." One who prefers a 
meaningful, monogamous, 
committed relationship/permanent 
union wilh a on&-man-woman. If 
connecling ·soul·la-sour exc~es 
you as much as me, let's do 
something about it Send leller, 
with phone 1/ and Dholo ,,: PO Box 




"The Dating Service That Cares" 
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. 
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with caring 
concern and affordable rates. Why not you? 
We're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatibles. 






Always imitated but never equaled. 
BUY 2, GET 1 FREE 
That'. right, buy 2 wee'" In the 
Person-to-Person sectlon and lid 
1w ... 1< FREEIJ- U8e the handy 
c:oupon In thls sectlon to write your 
ad aoclilald It, 1110"11 with P"Ymertt, to. 
Casco Bay weekly 
187 CIatk Street 
Portland, MaIne 00i102 
HOT SUMMER FUN 
SWM 29. All righli This is 
greaUm Wlil Ok. here goes .. .1 wOOd 
do anything to meel a nice young 
lady, preferably 23 to 30 thai 
shares my optimistic view on tile, 
has a high moral character, is 
attractive both phYSically and 
mentally, and willing to do what ~ 
takes to gel ahead in life, I am 5'6" 
talt with right hair. I am successful 
and uJ1N8rd moving business person 
in Maine with high income and 
education, I have a hard time 
meetilg poop. because of my busy 
schedu Ie and a basic lack of 
wiltingness to play the ·pick up· 
game in bars, but I would like to 
meet you as soon as possible. CBW 
Box 303 
BONNIE RAITT FAN is looking 
for a real man to accompany her " 
concert, This rocking chick from 
the 7(1s with an oudook on the 90's 
has the ticket. W you like to boogie 
to R & B, have a sense of humor, 
are neilher fal nor ugly and are 
free on 8111, reply to CBW Box 
SWM 25 simple, reserved 
gentleman seeks similar female for 
intimate relationship. caw Box 
305 
SWM 40 SEEKS social pertner 
(hopefully more) for waler 
activities, tennis, horseback riding, 
Contra dancing, and other cultural 
and nature events. Prefer younger, 
organic, nonsmoker. Will answer aI 
replies. Photo please. ca W Box 
306 
SWM SEEKS FEMALE or couple 
10 share fun, friendship and 
intimacy. lars enjoy a few of the 
finer thingS in life together, rm 20 
years ok! and in good shape. All 
replies answered. CBW Box 307 
Till 22227 
(lONELY) NICE. allractive 
GWM 2S-35 wants to meet same. 
Must be together (no closets or 
Oueens), healthy, athletic, diverse 
interes!, please. looking lor great 
friend or relationship, CBW Box 
300 
REMEMBER THE 
INSPECTORS? I do. Especially 
the walk home. rm sony we didn~ 
get " talk longer, I would have been 
uncharacteristically bold and asked 
you oul for coffee and bought your 
dog (Ihe Newfoundland? I) a 
burger. The offer is still open. The 
menu is flexible. CBW Box 998 
TPl22226 
PLAY MEGABUCKS? .Then take DWM,6'4", 33, heve 1 nealson, 13, 
a g~ble here, Execunve, 33, IS Christian seeking Christian, You 
seeking to share the winnings, should be pos~ive, enihusiastic, 
Looking for profesSIOnal FemBle, health-conscious, goal·minded, 
21·33, AmbitIOUS, health-alIlSClOUS physically fit and atlractive with a 
who likes outdoor aCliv~ies as well good sense of humor. You should 
as social entertaining, CBW Box have a passion lor physically 
975 TPl 22212 exerting exercise, ie: running, 
biking, canoeing, etc. Should fike 
PROFESSIONAl S~EKS reading, forelpn films, art, 
Profess~l. SWM, 34, 5'8 , 140, fireplaces and simple pleasures. 
brown har and eyes, Handsome Alfeclion and intimacy are veIY 
gentleman, energetic, secure, importanl to me and should be 10 
sincere, and honest with a variely you also, Send 'photo. CBW Box 
of inlerests, Desires a committed 308 
and special friendship with a SWF 
or DWF unattached, inlelligent, 
aHractive and petite. No games, 
druggies or drinkers. rm set1led 
and have ~me for a sincere woman. 
Greater Portland area. Send photo 
and phone with note " CBW Box 
302 
HAPPY COUPLE SEEKS another 
couple to share intimalll ~mes. We 
are clean, hea~hy, chern·~ee and 
discrete lers get together and 
share the natural high of inlimacy. 
All leners answered, discrelion 
assured, CBW Box 977. 
PTALKING ERS@NAL 
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals 
you can not only read the personals,You can also 
listen to them and leave a message of your own! 
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to 
find out more about the person placing the ad, 
to share more about yourself, or just to see 
who's out there. 
Whenever you place a Person-IO-Person ad in 
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a 
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can 
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear 
and leave messages of their own for you! 
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue, 
just follow these Simple instructions: 
1. Dial 1·900·896·2824 from any toucbtone phone. 
E2ch call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone. 
2, When the machine answers, dial access code 22, 
3. The machine will ask for a specific number. 
Enter the 'TPL' number listed at the end of 
the ad you wish to respond to. 
4. Listen to the recorded message·, and leave 
your response if you wish. 
All caIIJ ...., screened. Obocene m",,,,_ will be delded. 
·Penon-to-Penon advcrt1sers may choose not to 
leave an outgoing me5$age. 
bod & soul 
PERSONALIZED HEALTH Plan 
now offered by gifted Natural 
Healer, 20 years personal study 
and practical experience. Academic 
credentials: BA 2 years graduate 
research st\Jdies-member Phi Beta 
Kappa. Send hand· written 
description of physical, mental, 
emctional problems, SASE, $10 Me 
to S,J, Md.ean PO Box 971S-112, 
Por~and ME 04104. Receive 
individualized plan based on h9lbs, 
Vitamins, diet and color(s) best for 
you, Not intended as a substitute 
for regular professional health 
care. 
MEN'S RECOVERY Group for 
Co·dependency and Adult Child, 
Discovering our aulhentic selves by 
Iook.Wlp beyond our social binds, For 
more Information, call Dan Conley al 
773-4136. 12 week groups begin 
last week of July, first week of 
August. 
EARLY RECOVERY Group for 
drug and aicohol addictIOn. When 
we first begin recovery, we need 10 
learn how 10 assert ourselves, The 
group will faCilitate building self-
esleem, self·worth and the "015 10 
take action, For more information, 
call Dan Conley at m-4 t 36. 
METAPHYSICAL READINGS 
from a spiritual perspective offar 
insight and praclical application 
regarding your current energy 
field, life 1iIssons, personal symbols, 
and challenges. Call Regina at 729-
0241. 
A NEW lOOK at Maybe Somedayl 
Cozy seating: free tea and fortune 
cookies: hard-ta-find magazines 
and newspapers. Friday evening 
readings (starting August 3rd); 
and, of course, beautiful books and 
unique toys and gifts. Corne say 
Hello, 195 Congress SI. between 
levinsky's and The Whole Grocer 
773·3275 
IS MS AN ISSUE IN your life. 
Maybe Someday is offering 
innovative programs ( and a 
wheelchair accessible apt) For 
more information, contact Bonnie 
Vierthaler at Maybe Someday m-
3275. 
COUNSEUNG FOR EATING and 
body image issues, Individual and 
group theral1!' available. Call Usa 
Bussey. MA CEDT 77S-7927 
YOUR LIFE. Over 17 pages of 
your natal astrological profile plus 
advice on one quastion from Julien 
using medilatlon or New Age 
Phiosophy. Send name and address 
and date, time, and place of birth 
with $18 to New Age Advisor PO 
Box 10418 Portland' ME 04 t 04 
BODY MASSAGE Enrich your life 
throu~h the benefits of massa~e. 
NOUrish yourself by imprOVing 
circulalion, detoxification, 
increasing body awareness and 
relaxing your body/mind, Call 
Pamela RIChards MsT, at 883· 
0315 
TAROT READER, formerly of 
New York, rtrNI available for pnvate 
consultations in Portland, 15 rears 
praclical experience. Cal for 
appoinlmenl 772·0483 
IN TOWN COUNSELING CENTER 
Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-depeodency 
Individuals, Groups and Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik 
207-761-9096 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselo r 
477 Congress Street· Ponland, ME 04101 
~*******.**.*******.************. 
biz services 
RENT A WIFE Attention busy 
executives. rm the person who can 
take care of all your domestic 
needs. I can.taka a few more clients: 
cleaning, laundry, shopping, 
organization, cooking, errands. el::. 
call 879·7049 for appointment. 
Relerences required, 
RENT A HUSBAND lady's, I have 
a limited number of openings , 
Services include: painting, 
yardwork, general household 
m~ntenance, lifting, tugging and 
haUling, Call 879·7049 for 
appoinlment. References required, 
ADDRESSED MAILING labels 
produced for your small business, 
newsletter, organization, etc. Will 
store addresses on disk for 
further updales, 1 x 2 518, 10~ 
each, less for large orders, 829-
3093 
COMPUTER TUTOR: if you are 
looking to learn more about 
applying the computer to your 
business, call Computer Designs to 
find out how to maximize you 
computer potential. Call 871·1430 
for a free consultation. 
COL1.EGE STUDENT withlruck 
av~1abIe to do odd jobs and moving, 
VeIY handy and can fiX most 
everything, Excellent references, 
call any time, day or night, 774· 
2159, leave message. : ~{ $$Jf!J)I!J{gS!B!y ~ ~ 
: Mrs. Claire : STORAGE FACILITY. Near 
Dunstan Comer. Safe, dry, secure 
Tulv 19.1990 25 
for rent 
r----HA:-:r-E-T-O-WR-IT-E-L-E-T-T-E-RS-'--""""I l; aR~~;;ii.;'i!;1:,:i;%;n 
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal 
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies, 
and messages to mark special occasions, too! 
lETTER BY lETfER 
773-4772 1-800-827-8010 
BACK BAY A000CIATt~(\) 
Reasonable Rates • Fast TurnaroUnd 
Wo .. d Processing. Sp .. eadsheets • Reswnes 
Bookkeeping. Typing 
WordPerfect. Lotus 1-2-3 • Laser Printer 




Car Wash With 0 II 
& Vacuum change 
only $5.50 $24,95 
Most models 
··Plck-up & Delivery·· 
available 
located on the comer 
of Washington &. Veranda 
772-8558 
FREE FREE FREE 
Junk car and truck removal 
Any condition 






no set-up charge 
ATTRACTIVE BASEMENT apt 
for one, Cushman St., Portland, Full 
bath, kil::hen, small bedroom, living 
room , Use of washer/dryer. $375 
inclUSive, Av~lable AuguS115. 773-
8927 
SPRING STREET-1 ·2 bedrooms, 
hardwood floors, beautiful 
V,clorlan details, no pets or 
smokers. Separale utilities. $550. 
Call any time 773-3314 
WEST END warm, friendly, 
charming 1 BA apl looking for 
happy tenants, Likes cals, $395 .. 
utils. Off streel perking, Call 767· 
2067 
DEERING AREA large, sunny, 
clean 2BR $575 and no pets. 874-
9727 or 774·4440. 
DEERING ST '39. Sunny, quiet 
Victorian;; fireplaces and many 
original features: heat, hOi water 
and coin laundIY included; 2 1 
bedroom apts at $525 and $600; 
secunty .. references 1·633·2357 
PORTlAND 2-3BR hardwood 
floors, decks, fully applianced, 
working fireplace, 10 minutes walk 
to MMC and USM. $65OImonth .. 
utils. Security deposit. Call 874· 
2448 
204-206 SPRING ST. All have 
: PSYCHIC 
IN TRACKS OF THE Buddha 
InlroduCiion to Buddhist thoughl .. 
and meditation practice 5 .. 
Tuesdays, beginning July 17, 7prn .. 
Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn at : 
ASTROLOGY: slorage. lowest rates, Call 
.. belween 9am and 12noon. Call Dan 
.. 883-6635 
.. 
• Are you _king hdp and advice on all 
problems such as Love, Marriage, Business 
• No problan so great she cannot hdp you 
• Come in Today - Fed better Tomorrow 
.. .. .. .. child care music lessons I 
har wood floors, wlw carpet, 2 
levels with skylights. Rents range 
from $425/month to $&lO/month 
.. utlls, lease, references, securily 
deposit required, Please call 791· 
0223 weekday mornings, 
856-0764 aher 6, Cost $30: 871-7134 : 
SUPPORT GROUP for men and 
women : Exchange fatigue and 
thoughl addictions for energy and 
self·esleem, through use of 
relaxation, meditation, and psychic 
direction I Weekly meetings, Call 
Carole Curran, Director 871-
0032, 
OUT OF THE WHIRLWIND: 
Come Apart, Before You Corne 
Apart. Do you need time out? Take 
a soul Journey; a refleclive 
interlude. Weekend retreat at 
Geneva Point on New Hampshire's 
lake Winnipesaukee: AugUSI17, 18 
& 19, 1990, For more information 
call DwineU & Hallc207/799-1024, 
REAI1I'Y THERAPY 
c:enIfIed therapist 
personal8roWlb • grief 
ekpressian • addiclions 
&orl ....... 774-8149 
L __ ~·/rl4luly, M.A. 
:..lAb CALL FOR APPOINTMENT -(",,-: 
.. ~ 927 Brighton Avenue· Portland, Maine ~ .. .. .. 
*****************.*******.**** ••• 
JOY OF RECOVERY 
Through lhe Shamanic Experience, a weekend experiential 
wori<shop integraling modem recovery work w~h ancienl 
shamanlC melhods. August 3-5th at Rockcraft Lodge on 
beaulWul Sebago Lake. For more info, call Acupuncture 
Health Care at 77&-5020 or Panlher Star 
Nation aI 883-4570. 
starling SOOfl: Group for 
Wometr Sut"lJivors sf Incest 
Barbara L Wilson BSR 
Rehabilitation Consultant 
48 Deering Street 
Portland, ME 775-1771 
---------------------------, : addie/ions. deolb-dying • healing. spiritual \ 
I success- personal and business \ 
t Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-JP \ 
: counselor, lJypnotist, psychic : 
t by appointment 8 71-:0032 \ 
t pe"sotlal MvelopmeIJt classes l 
I rel4xation, healing, metlitatwn, psychiC I. '.r-"-,,.. .. __ ...... ,...,... , ... .. _ .. _ _ ,- ,_~ ___ .. ... -.. ...- ...... .. ..... , .. .. _ .. _____ ,..- .. ... ,_ .. l 
SUMMER MORNING Arts at 
Casco Bay Montessori School for 
children ages 3 to 7 years , 
Openings available throughout 
summer. Hours are from 9·12 am 
and drop off is welcomed with 
prior call at 799-2400. Call or 
stop by for inlormation at 440 
Ocean Street, South Portland, 
Also inquire about September 
Aiternoon and Aftercare 
programs for preschool thru 2nd 
Gnaders. 
HmlmWi,IIEltal 
HEADfNG FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a 
commercial jet for no more than 








VOICE INSTRUCTION; classical, 
opera, Broadway musicals, Bel Canto 





Chamber music 0 .. jazz 
fo .. any occasion 
761-4569 
SOUTH PORTLAND: New 2BR 
house, Clean, spadous, wall-t~wall 
carpellng, laundry hOOk-up, deck, 
garage. Convenient locatIOn, nice 
neighborhood, Sorry, no pels. 
$895/month plus ulililies. 799-
9265, leave message, 
for rent 
MONHEGAN ISlAND- home with 
4 bedrooms overlooking the harbor, 
Enjoy the quial and beauty of this 
unique Maine island, Available 
because of cancellations for weeks 
of: July 8·15; July 15·22; and 
AugusI12·19, All you need" bring 
are sheets and food, eveIYthing 
elsa provided. $650lweek·Call 
evenings 773-3564 or leave 







irultvUbuU& • groups 
coupks • family 
treatmert for relationships, 
codependency, ACOA 
issues, aU types of 
addictions and depression 
Meet someone new and 
interesting this summer in the 
Person-to-Person ads. 
• Waterlront Victorian 
• Whitehead views 
• Secluded & Woodsy 
• Island Interior 




Take advantage of our summer special 




FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601 
~ag~ _____________ ~----------------__ ___ 
Name ----____________________ Category _________ _ 
Address Total Number of Weeks ----------
City, Zip Basic Rate _________ _ 
Phone (days) _______ (eves) ______ + Extra Words at_e Each _________ _ 
Complete payment must accompany all advertising, 
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all 
returned checks. 
Bring or mail ads with payment to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Classified Dept. 
187 Clark Streel 
Portland, ME 04102 
Monday·Friday 9to 5 
or call 775-6601 
CBW Box $5.00/Wk ________ _ 
Talking Personal Line ___ N_o_C_h_ar..::g:..,e __ _ 
Check One , •• 0 000 
COST PER WEEK ________ _ 
Multiply cost by number 
ot weeks ad will run __________ _ 
TOTAL DUE ________ _ 
o Check or Money Order enclosed o VISA 0 MasterCard 
Card' Exp, date 
RATES & FINE PRINT 
RATES 
All charues Ire per week. 





46·60 words 11 ,00 
Each additional word 
after 60 .15 
DEADUNES 







CBW will nol print Idllhalseek to lIuy orsell.xull nfYices 
for money orgoodl, or Ids with purely SOIIII content CBW will 
1101 print full names, street Iddteml, or phone numbers in the 
PERSON TO PERSON sectiOft. PERSON TO PERSON advertisers 
lIusteithrprovitfea Post Olfice Box IIIImberin theirad oruse lhe 
caw Box Semce. All informaliol concerning PERSON TO PERSON 
mertinrs i1 kept strictly contidential. CBW rennea the righl to 
&:I1I9orilll, "fuse oretlil ads ~ue Ie inappropriate content, ele. 
WHAT IS A WORD? 
A won! i1 considered I won! wheft H lias I spaa! 01 both Ii~es. 
A phone IIIIRber is one wonl . Ptnt:tultioft is nt. 
ERRORS 
CBW slIIll 1III1_lilble forlny typographical 1II11II, omissions 
or challes itt the Id ncb do no IHed tile nlue or content of ' 
the Id or IIIbstantially cha.the _ning. 
REFUNDS 
CllSsifie~ ads I" IlOl "'llIlIllble. CrMil will .. iaue~ ""1 
viable IfIW hs b. Mtennine4. 
-
. 1 , 
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26 Casal BIlY ~kIy 
stuff for sale 
CLASSICAL INDIAN TAB LAS, 
NeYer been used, Purchased in India 
this year. These drums alii hard to 
come brf in these paIlS. Don' pass 
them upl $700. Call 767·2025 
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk 
Ultralight, enclosed cockpi~ push 
bunon start, full aerilons and 
flaps. On wheels, with floats. 
$6500 or blo. Catamaran with new 
trampoline and rollerreefing jib, 
$900.799-4305 
STEEL STRING GUITAR. 1983 
Marting 1.4·36, Rosewood back and 
sides. This is a beautiful 
instrument in excellent condition 
with hard case $850. Call Tom 
THE BABY IS 23 years old. Don't 
you think ifs time to get rid of the 
bassinet? Sell your stuff in CBWs 
Classifieds. For more inforrnahon, 
call 775-6601 
KORG M-I SYNTHESIZER with 
frontal lobe, home studio use only, 
$1700 or blo. Yamaha PF85 88 
Key Midi controller and digital 
piano. $700 or bro. Call Mark 772-
7581 days. 
BIZARRE AND biodegradable 
bumper stickers. For complete 
listing send SASE 10 : Box 201 
Cape Cottage ME 04107 
YARD SALE: 209 State St. 
Saturday July 21 10-4 clothing, 
furniture, stereo, computer, 
kitchenware, lots of great stuff. 
Tom is moving. Taka a piece of him 
with you. 
wheels 
GREAT DEAL-1967 Volvo 122S 
paIlS, doors, lights, engine parts, 
hard stuff to find. Get It outta my 
basement $100 or blo takes it all 
away. Call Tom at 775-0985 
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD 
All power. AMlFM cassette. Great 
carl $7500 773-6830 
boats 
SLIPPER 17 WEEKENDER; MJS; 
sleeps 4, Shp ob; radio, compass, 
solar charger, extra USCG Aux 
package, mushroom anchor and 
mooring buoy, trailer. Many extras. 




Cape, 3200 sq. ft., 4BR, 2 112 
baths- whirlpool, oak kitchen, 
oaklwide pine floors, ceder deck 
and sunroom, fireplaced living 
room. Daylight basement. 5.1 acres. 
Call 829-4188. 
WEST END SPACIOUS Victorian 
home. New systems, panelled diling 
room, 4 bedrooms. Yard, parking. 
$230,000. Call n2-7900. 
IF YOU ARE a IIIliable rhythm 
player, you may taste success. Have 
a few leads. Call Jack Honan 774· 
2303 
animals 
IS YOUR DOG taking you for a 
walk? Obedience training done i~ 
your home. Call Toni 892-5231 
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of 
Greate,' Portland's most 
interesting readers? Advertise 
your business or service in Casco 
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds 
section. 
by Lynda Barn) 
AND ALSo HE lS NOW lao'/' /NT!7 J"e:Sus CHr<.rsr, 
liS CAL.LfO'A J"ESIA$ fRE"AK." Do 'jo\\ kfJow 
ABovT ntfM? VvI1N HAPPtNfP WI'S H€ 
'fooK O/U'lN6ff Su.NSf1I~f LSP Ai A Cmpf:NCf 
CoN('fP-i AND W~ /r\AKIN6 BVT IN I Tit f'r 
GIR.L. SE5(,\S' !=P.€"AK. TltlS WAS wltt=N ~ Tl'oK 
Pltvt6S ANDON()j U$ep GIILLS. He-SAID IT 
WAS A BVMMEr<. tl'l-\P TO' MAk'r our ON AC/J) 
AND IW \,AlAS F((e"AK1NG OVT AND TH~UGH T 
I-\E MlGt\"T l1lR.ow vp aUT l1€ PfDN'T WA/VT"" 
TO fHL l-\EP. BecAIAS~ IF YOIA SM \\) IT 
HAPPENS. TI-\I;N 1* SAID I1"t~ HEAD TW(NG'O 
1~1b \1-15 MOM AND ~ 't1MlD QVIi f"AKI/lJ6 
Clvr ANn i\-I~tJ TI1E 61RL SAlD~.JESuS LOVf5 
U ... 1/ 
T,*N I1F SAW ntf blru. 1DL...D ItIM;V ASk 
JES(AS INTO /tIS f-h;AflT) MJp A(SO TIl AT JH~ 
11M A Bo!3F~I~ND SO T1-\e~ WAS 1'0 WAY 
fOJ{ l1"r;/t- AN'D DOL1b. $\-tE TOLD HIM S H6 
wAS $v/U mG~ 1JJ/>o5 A 6cl'-£ .. w tt O 
fLt=l'<l.-l ~ [,0 V 6' 0 \·hM AND T)t,A.-U W /WJ ftc 
1\10\1.61+1 ,101-1 ~€,Af{. MI'<0 BONNf." So NOW 
\-\-E WANTS 1» 6fT Bf'rc~ wrni M.E' otvr..t.j 
\)VIA AND HER. \-\6AD iV(?wCJI It-JTO Jc:Sl.{S BlAT 
wrrH NO .B~M-\) A~P (Z,o..~ CAM~ OVT IIF 
i1\E (v\O\ATH SI\~\N& SqME-iT\ING I-l~t' QvlT 
Sc.d3:€1fI1/'I6 ~ LID !:!.E, DlltlG SA{P Ii 
W 1'<5 ,.. /VI.6 SS AG e, \ \-If'lV611> GrrJ""E"SlAS IN Ih~ *M~ .. iFIR.St: 
employment 
WANTED: HOLISTICALLY-
ORIENTED person with strong 
back and good sense of humor D 
help care for delighfful person with 
MS. Call 773-3275 Volunteers 
weIalme 
GOV'T JOBS Now hiring in your 
area. Call 24 hrs. 1-800-388-
3454. $24 fee. 
NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION 
Artist Casco Bay Wee/ttti has a new 
opportunity for a Production 
Artist. We are looking for a 
creative problem-solver with 
exparience in graphic design. You 
must have excellent intorpersonai 
skills and be able to work 
indepandently. You should be fluent 
in Pagemeker and Freehand for the 
Macintosh. Your mission will be tl 
help produce an accurate and 
visually-striking newspaper on 
tis ht deadlines in a chaotic work 
environment This tun-~me, salaried 
position requires some weekend 
work. Pay starts at 15k a year, plus 
health coverage and benefits .. 
Saary may be adjusted according 
to experience and skill level. 
Increases will be based on cornpal)' 
growth; bonuses on parIormance. W 
you are a team player who is as 
passionate about graphics as you 
are about social and ecolog,cal 
pstice, send a resume and samples 
of your work to: Casco Bay Weekly, 
187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 
04102 Attn : Elissa Conger, 
Production Manager. 
I Dof'l'T KNDVV' WHA-TTo po_ ~OI1 ~ t\~ 
w€"((2.t:> l'VE B£t;/J Fe;!? lAWb A-£30VT ('()P, /j/. 
tLE<AS~ M0(Tfi ~ WltH ~OlJlZ. M1VlCE" .... . / 
FEATURES 
WRITER & EDITOR 
Casco Bay Weekly has an opening for an Arts 
Editor with aJassion for entertainment, 
recreation an the arts. 
We seek an eclectic visionary to expand our 
cultural coverage. You must be a perfectionistic 
journalist who can accommodate diverse 
viewpoints and a chaotic work environment. 
Your mission will be to write brilliant dispatches 
from the frontlines of culture; to orchestrate a 
maniacal tribe of freelancers in the production of 
the calendar, listings and arts briefs; and to be 
this paper's ambassador to the Greater Portland 
arts community. 
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for 
phenomenal growth during the 19905. Casco 
Bay Weekly will continue to expand it commu-
nity mission by providing its readers with 
concise news reporting, in-<lepth cultural 
coverage and comprehensive listings. 
This editorial position pays a minimum 
starting salary of $16k, plus health coverage and 
benefitS. Increases will be based on company 
growth; bonuses on performance. 
If you are an eXperienced writer who is as 
committed to the arts as you are to social and 
ecological justice, send a resume, writing 
samples and cover letter to: 
CascoBav 
VVEEKLV 
187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102 
Attn: Monte Paulsen, Editor 
8> 'frv-e I 
ADVERTISING 
SALES & MANAGEMENT 
Casco Bay Weekly has a new opportunity for 
an Advertising Sales Manager dedIcated to 
Greater Portland. 
We are looking for a gregarious problem-
solver who will thrive personally and profes-
sionally in our creative, chaotic atmosphere. You 
must be a team player who can balance bottom-
line performance with a passion for social and 
ecological justice. Your mission will be to pio-
neer and maintain new accounts, to conceptual-
ize cost-effective promotional campaigns and to 
inspire four talented salespeople. 
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for. 
phenomenal growth during the 1990s. Casco 
Bay Weekly will expand it community mission 
by providing its readers with concise, compre-
hensive news - and by serving its advertisers 
withzea). 
This management position pays a base salary 
in the $20s, plus substantial commissions on 
departmental performance; an aggressive 
motivator will earn $3Ok,. plus health coverage 
and benefits. 
If you are serious about advertising sales and 
you are ready to make a commitment to this 
community, send a resume and cover letter to: 
CascoBav 
'\N'EEKLV 
187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102 
,Attn: Monte Paulsen, Publisher 
roommates 
M WANTS M roommate. I have 
2BR apt, 15 min. from Portland. 
$300/month inc. heat and 
everything. 892-7122 
HELP! I NEED a housemate, nls, 
responsible female- I know you're 
out there- to share a great sunny, 
spacious, 2 stoly bungalow in Cape 
Elizabeth with 2 bedrooms, Ia'lle 
private yard on quiet resident,al 
street near Ft. Williams. 
$375/month plus 1/2 utils. Avail 
September 1, no pets. I 
DESPERATELY WANT TO 
STAYIII Call 767-3615 and leave 
~. 
SEEKING STABLE, semi-clean, 
nls, mlf to share hcuse in Cape 
Elizabeth with single man and cal 
Great loeation, near ocean. 
$400/month + security deposit. H: 
767-4581 w: 883-3936 
ALTERNATIVE, supportive 
middle-schoolers (2) and woman 
have large room for studio or 
female roommate or will consider 
moving to yours. Drug-free, ASL, 
mostly vegetarian, gay or straight. 
$250 774-4679 
SCARBOROUGH- seeking male 
roommate, 2BR townhouse, 
storage, 1 112 beth, wid hook-up, 
park,ng, sundeck. Very quiet. 5 
moles Irom Portland, off Rt 1. 
$295/month + 112 utils. 883-
5870 
HOUSEMATE/S WANTED to 
share house in West End. 
Washer/dryer, garden etc., $350-
400 a month + uti Is. Avail. August 
1. Ask for Bert 772-5828 
ROOMMATE WANTED to help 
find and share 2BR rental $600-
800 range start,ng September. rm 
considerate, neat, reserved yet 
progressive. IC you are 30-45 
years old with similar qualities, I 
would like to get D know you . 761-
1549 
SCARBOROUGH-1BR, private 
bath, shared kitchen and laundry. 
Private 3 acre lot, storage, 
parking and utilities included. 
Available lor non-smol<er, male or 
female et $95lweek. 883-4997 
ROOMMATE WANTED to shn 
3BR specious apt in USM area NIS 
resr.0nSiblo, quiet. Female 
pre erred. $274/month + utils. 
Call 772-5667 (weekends or 
evenings) 
WANTED: A SORT of private 
female D share a nice homey apt. 
near E. Prom. $325 covers 
everything but your Cood. No 
parties and no deposh. 774-1398 
or 839-4340 after 4:30, ask for 
Florence, 
STROUDWATER AREA Prof. 
seij-employed M seeks n/s fl'Of. F 
b share home. Greal neighborhood, 
2 private rooms upstairs. 
Separate phone and cable, wid, 
JlIll1OOg, beIbecue heaven ~ ski D 
Audobon sanctuary from large 
private yard $350 + 1/2 utils. 
773-8618. 
MIf TO SHARE sunny, large, 28R 
West End apt with GM. Fireplace, 
washer/dryer, hardwood floors, 
walk-in closets, storag •. $350 
871-8636. 
PROFESSIONAL GM seeking nls 
mif to share large sunny apt. 
Hardwood floors, off street 
parking, excellent downtown 
location. $337.50/month, heat 
included. Call Mark 774-9117 
MIf NIS NEEDED to shn large 
sunny West End Apt August 1 
$230 + 1/3 utils 773-0405, leave 
message. 
FEMALE TO SHARE sunny, 2BR, 
on Pin SI. 5 minutes ~om USM nls 
$250 + 112 utils. Avail 911 874-
0737 
NIS RESPONSIBLE, mature F 
wanted D share sunny 2BR, 1 112 
bath, furnished (except bedroom) 
townhouse with F law student. 
$325/month plus 112 ullls. Avail 
August 1. Ca/1874-0291 
GM SEEKS SAME to share apt. 
3BR hardwood (Joors, flp,dlw, 
gld, wid, cable, off street parking. 
$325/month + 112 utils. Can 
afternoon, 772-1927. 
HOUSEMATE: 2BR West End 
apartment, great yard . 
$275/month + 112 uti Is. Non 
smoker Female preferred, bUl rm 
flexible. Sorry, no pets. Can 879-
7019 
Portland)s Powerful Alternative C B osco ov 
• • • • • • .• • • 775·6601 ""EEKLY 
Flight Plan 
Here's an aerobatic connect-the-
dots. All you have to do is trace the 
plane's path. 
1be maneuvers, in order, for all you 
aces out there,are: a snap roll, a haJfroll 
and split S, a chandelle, a vertical 
reversement, a lazy 8, an Immelman 
tum, an English bunt,anoutsideloop, 
a spin and recovery, a slow roll, and a 
vertical whip stall 
C> 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #27 
1be actual signals to the batter fol-
lOWed the key sign by two. He was 
instructed to take the first, third and 
fourth pitches, bunt on the second,and 
hit away on the fifth and sixth. 
1be key, followed by the signs for 
take, bunt and hit away Geft to right). 
These winnersdidn' t strikeout. First 
prize goes to Susan SanntagofPownal. 
Second prize goes to Rex Harper of 
Falmouth. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
1bere is a $20 gift certificate from Al-
berta's for the first prize winner. The 
second prize winner receives a $15 gift 
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Draw-
ings are done at random. Contestants 
are ineligible to win more than one 
prize in a four-week span. Only one 
entry is allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
mustbereceivedbyWed.,}uly25. The 
solution to this week's puzzle will 
appearintheAug. 2 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #29 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 041 02 
C> 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 
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CascoBav 
VVEEK'Y 
LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT 
Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash, 
Check or Money Order) and the address label below [0: 
Casco Bay WeeklY'T-Sh!rt 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket. 
-~--~------------------
N~: ____________________________________________ __ 
Mailing Address: _________________ -=-=-______________ _ 
City:, _____________________ .State & ZIP: _______________ _ 
Da~ephone': ___________________________________ _ 
VISA/MC , ________________________ ,Exp- date ____ _ 
Specify Color: 
o Black I;l Pink 
o Aqua 0 Royal Blue 





When you advertise 
for 4 weeks in 
~~<i:0J>& 
That's right, when you run 
a display ad in Classifleds for 
4 weeks, you get the 5th week 
. .......... ~~!!! That lIleaunus 
5 weeks of advertising 
for as little as $68!!!! 
For more information, 
call 775-6601 
• All ads must be pre-paid to qualify for this special offer 
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The Maine Paper 
Americana Show 
July 28 -29 
Sponsored by 
The Ephemera Society 01 America, Inc. 
Sat., lOam - 5pm, Sun., llam - 4pm 
Admission $3.50 I $3.00 with ad. 
Approx. 130 booths featuring a vast range 
of antiquarian paper & books. 
Portland Exposition Building, 239 Park Ave., Downtown, Portland Maine 
For further information call or write: Oliver & Gannon Associates 
PO Box 131, Akamont, NY 12009 518.a81·5062 
~co BAY TR4n~ 
" ... Things Wortb Having... ~ 
JEWELRY - New and Estate 
ANTIQUES, PORCELAINS, On. PAINTINGS 
Exclusive dealer in Maine for 
LEHMAN a LEE of SANTA FE -
Hand-made jewelry witb 
band-cut stones 
~ 
SET I ING ... BUYING ... TRADING 
Gold and DUlmonds, 
Electronic Equipment and more 
~ 
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